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FOREWORD BY THE DIRECTOR 2009

The present activity report of the ICMAB
covers the year 2009 and it is the eleventh
since the Institute’s creation in 1986. It also
corresponds to the last year of the CSIC
Strategic Plan (SP) 2006-2009, therefore
a new SP for the period 2010-2013 was
prepared and evaluated by the International
Scientiﬁc Committee of the Materials
Science area which made recommendations
for improvement on managing issues and
research lines focus. Overall, switching from
one SP to the next one is a good occasion to
review the long term progress and planning
of a research center and to redeﬁne its future
strategy. On the other hand, the ICMAB is
approaching its 25th anniversary and so it
is already a mature research center, with
well established roots, but at the same time
striving to renew its message and its mission
under a continuously evolving research
environment, both in the Catalan, Spanish
and International scene.
Nowadays, the relevance of materials
surrounding us is continuously increasing
and their optimal performance makes our
lives more comfortable. For the future, many
challenges facing our society will depend
precisely on the progress made in developing
advanced materials. Conscious of these
challenges, the ICMAB has a mission which
has been valid since its origins: To generate
new knowledge in Materials Science and
transfer it to the society, particularly to
industry within the European Research Area.
Within this remit, the ICMAB discovers new
materials, characterizes them with advanced

FIGURE 1 Citation report of ISI Web of Knowledge for ICMAB in the
period 1986-2009, including number of published articles, accumulated
citations, h factor and average citation per item.
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FIGURE 2 Scientific areas (ISI) where the highest number of 2009 ICMAB’s articles have been classified accordingly to the journal where it was
published (note that some journals are included in different areas). Percentage of worldwide articles production in top 10 % journals for Spain and
Catalonia, together with the corresponding contribution of ICMAB (in parentheses).

research tools and modeling, develops new
processes of practical interest, and integrates
our materials into a variety of devices.
The Institute has been committed since its
creation to developing a leadership position
in R&D in materials for the future and all the
indicators show that the ICMAB has been
largely successful in this purpose. Just to
mention a few data, I would like to stress
that at the end of 2009 the Institute had
published since its creation a total of around
2900 articles which have accumulated more
than 47000 citations leading to an h factor
of 81, i.e. 81 articles have been cited more
than 81 times (see Figure 1). At present, the
articles published by ICMAB researchers
receive more than 6000 citations every year,
a really outstanding record. But a distinctive
characteristic of the R&D activities carried
out at the ICMAB is its widely interdisciplinary
character. This feature is clearly visualized
in the distribution of ISI’s research areas of
the journals where ICMAB publishes (Figure
2). In 2009 seven different scientiﬁc areas
have articles over the 10 % level of the total
ICMAB production. The ICMAB contributes
greatly to the publications in the top 10 %
journals of these areas produced in Spain

and in Catalonia, in particular (Figure 2).
Two of them cover transverse areas, such
as Materials Science and Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology, and ﬁve additional ones
are related to somewhat more speciﬁc
disciplines of Condensed Matter Physics,
Applied Physics, Multidisciplinary Chemistry,
Physical Chemistry and Inorganic Chemistry,
thus clearly illustrating the success in
promoting true interdisciplinary research
within the ICMAB.
Another distinguishing feature of the R&D
activity deployed at the Institute is the search
for a well balanced activity among basic and
applied research, looking, nevertheless,
for the development of excellence and high
proﬁle and innovative work. We are convinced
that keeping this wise balance of focus is the
most efﬁcient approach towards achieving
the ICMAB´s mission which includes, as
has been mentioned above, knowledge and
technology transfer to our society. Figure
3 provides a selected list of the number of
articles published in the most highly ranked
journals during 2009, comparing them with
the previous ﬁve years, where one can
appreciate that high impact articles are
achieved in different scientiﬁc disciplines.
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Additionally, Figure 4 reports the evolution of
the mean impact factor of the journals where
the ICMAB’s articles have been published,
as well as its distribution between different
Impact Factor ranges. It is remarkable
that a continuous progress is detected and
that, at present, near 190 papers are being
published with a mean impact factor above

3.8, which demonstrates that the ICMAB
scientiﬁc strategy points at the same time
towards highly ranked journals (one third
of articles published on top 10% ranked
journals of the respective scientiﬁc areas)
and to the more speciﬁc topics associated to
the selected research areas included in the
Strategic Plan. We believe that this balanced

FIGURE 3 Number of articles published from 2005 to 2009 in a selection of journals of high impact index. The scientific disciplines corresponding
to the journals are also indicated. ISI impact factor is for 2009.
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FIGURE 4 Evolution of the number of publications of ICMAB distributed
by impact factor of the journals from 2004 to 2009, together with the
evolution of the mean value of the impact factor.

FIGURE 5 Number of articles published within the period 2003-2008

combination of interests is assuring at the
same time a high scientiﬁc impact and an
efﬁcient development of technological knowhow, both essential issues to achieve a real
industrial impact on relevant challenges
of our society. The international ﬂavor of
ICMAB research activities continues to be
outstanding, as it has been in the past. The
percentage of articles published in 2009
made with international participation was
of ∼60 % and scientists from 32 different
countries were co-authors of these articles.
About 40 % of the PhD researchers working
at the ICMAB were non-Spanish during 2009
while 6 members of the scientiﬁc staff were
foreigners out of 53.
It is worth noting that all ICMAB indicators
signal
a
very
strong
international
competitiveness, which has situated the
Institute as a reference in the growing
worldwide weight in scientiﬁc production

of Spain, and particularly of Catalonia.
Bibliometric studies corresponding to the
more extended period 2003-2008 show that
the total scientiﬁc production of the Institute
(>1200 articles) is one of the highest in the
areas related to the Physics and Chemistry
of Materials in Spain while its impact
remains also very high. Figure 5 shows, for
instance, that ICMAB shares very signiﬁcant
percentages of the top ranked articles
(10 %) and most cited papers produced
in Catalonia. This pattern conﬁrms that
ICMAB has a well established international
position in seven scientiﬁc areas and a
leadership position is reached in ﬁve of
them: Materials Science, Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology, Condensed Matter Physics,
Applied Physics and Physical Chemistry. A
signiﬁcant contribution is achieved in two
additional ones: Multidisciplinary Chemistry
and Inorganic Chemistry (Figure 5). The fact

in Catalonia in the top 10 % ranked journals and h factor (2010) of
Catalonia in indifferent scientific areas. The percentages of the
contribution of ICMAB to both scientific indicators are included in
parentheses.
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that the ICMAB has a comparable scientiﬁc
output to the highly ranked Catalan Research
Institutes (CERCA), having more specialized
proﬁles and a similar size, is an indicator
of the continuing excellence of our Institute
(Figure 6).
In addition to the outstanding scientiﬁc
achievements of ICMAB during 2009, we also
continued our commitment for training new
research scientists, with the highest annual
number of PhD ever registered at ICMAB
(16), and also a large number of summer
internships from around the world. The
outreach initiatives were made, including
scientiﬁc Workshops, contribution to
exhibitions, fairs, open days and secondary
schools promotion of interest for science and
technology. Finally, technology protection and
transfer activities were extensive, including
7 patents and a large number of industrial
contracts.
During 2009 some new scientiﬁc staff was
incorporated to ICMAB, together with several
promotions. We were particularly proud that
two ICREA research professors, a highly
renowned scientiﬁc position supported by
the Catalan government, joined ICMAB for
their R&D activities. We welcome Prof. Jordi
Arbiol, as a renowned specialist in Electron
Nanoscopy, and Prof. Pablo Vaccaro, as
an expert on semiconductor growth of

FIGURE 6 Comparison of scientific production and impact of ICMAB

with that of other highly ranked Catalan Research Institutes from
CERCA in the areas of Physics and Chemistry and having a similar size.

nanostructures, and we wish them a very
successful scientiﬁc career at ICMAB. As
promotions within ICMAB, we congratulate
Prof. Teresa Puig who became Research
Professor and Dr. Xavier Torrelles who
was promoted to Scientiﬁc Researcher.
Unfortunately, during 2009 no additional
scientiﬁc or technical staff positions from
CSIC were achieved and Dr. Eduardo
Hernández, from the Materials Simulation
and Theory, left the Institute for personal
reasons.
There are many additional achievements,
events and recognitions that distinguished
ICMAB during 2009, among them I would
like to mention in particular that Dra. Nora
Ventosa was awarded with the “Technology
Transfer Professorship” of PRUAB-Banco
de Santander and Prof. Concepció Rovira
with the Giacomo Ciamicia Lectureship from
the Societa Italiana de Chimica. It was also
a great pleasure for the ICMAB to promote
the UAB Doctor Honoris Causa award to
the 2007 Physics Nobel Prize Dr. Albert
Fert who visited the ICMAB and encouraged
the BNC-b initiatives in Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology (Figure 7). Prof. Josep
Fontcuberta, who has maintained a close
cooperation with his group during many
years, was in charge of presenting Dr. Fert in
the academic session.
As mentioned before, during 2009 the
Strategic Plan 2010-2013 for the ICMAB
was evaluated and approved and so a new
scheme for the research and sub-research
lines was deﬁned which will properly deﬁne
the whole R&D activities of ICMAB. All the
scientiﬁc staff selected at most two of such
research sub-lines to deﬁne how he/she
plans to develop their research activities
within the ICMAB. To cope with diversity
while keeping, at the same time, focus on
speciﬁc topics, the ICMAB deﬁned 4 large
research lines (Figure 8). The ﬁrst one has
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FIGURE 7 Photograph in front of the ICMAB building of the Physics Nobel Prize Dr. Albert Fert together with several members
of the BNC-b in the occasion of his nomination as Doctor Honoris Causa by the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.

a transverse character and it is named
“New methodologies for novel materials”. It
is actually the core of the scientiﬁc knowhow of ICMAB and it is itself divided in three
research sub-lines: 1/ Scattering methods
and nanoscale materials investigation; 2/
Theory, simulation and modelling of materials
and properties at the nanoscale; 3/ Bottomup strategies for assembling and preparation
of functional molecular and/or inorganic
nanomaterials. Three additional research
lines are directed towards challenges faced
by science and technology: New electronics,
Materials for energy and Materials for
medicine. The foundation for the research
carried out in these areas is the excellent
basic science carried out in our center but
adding an oriented proﬁle towards the three
more speciﬁc topics. Within the line of new

electronics two sub-lines were considered:
1/ Nanostructured magnetic materials
and functional oxides; 2/ Semiconductors
and molecular materials with electronic,
optoelectronic and magnetic functionalities.
Concerning the line of materials for energy,
two additional sub-lines were deﬁned: 1/
Superconducting materials and electrical
power applications; 2/ Chemically and
electrochemically
generated
materials
for energy harvesting, storage, fuel use,
sensing and catalysis. Finally, the research
line devoted to materials for medicine was
kept unique and named “Biomaterials
and materials for drug delivery, therapy,
diagnostics and sensing”.
The ICMAB received a very positive evaluation
from the International Scientiﬁc Committee
who mentioned that the Institute has a “clear

(14)
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strategy, with the 4 research lines logically
perceived”, “the proposed research is upto-date and innovative” and “the lines are
internationally competitive and have critical
mass”. The ICMAB received the maximum
qualiﬁcation (5) concerning the CSIC’s
context while it was ranked with 4 over 5, as
compared to the international state of the art.
The overall recommendation was to bolster
the proposed R&D activities.
As a consequence of the positive evaluation,
the ICMAB has now a well deﬁned roadmap
for the next SP2010-2013, including the
scheduled expansion. While the objectives
of the previous SP2006-2009 were globally
fulﬁlled in terms of growth of scientiﬁc staff
and investment on equipment, the degree
of achievement on recruiting technical staff
was very low (∼ 20 %).
Compensating the unsatisfying pattern
of lack of technical support, as well as
expanding the total surface of ICMAB
facilities, through the construction of the
new FUSION building are the top priorities of

FIGURE 8 Overall schematic structure of the research Lines and Sublines defi ned for the Strategic Plan 2010-13. The core of the R&D
activities within ICMAB is the methodological knowledge on Bottomup synthesis and assembling of materials and nanomaterials, on
structural and physical characterization through scattering methods
and microscopies and theory and simulation of materials. The oriented
research profiles refer to different areas of Electronics, Energy and
Biomaterials.

the ICMAB for the SP2010-2013. A signiﬁcant
part of the FUSION building will be shared
with UAB to hold common laboratories for
advanced scientiﬁc services. During 2009
the ICMAB “Nanotechnology Unit” facilities
have been further expanded, mainly with a
“Pulsed laser deposition” laboratory and
with varied instrumentation of the clean
room facility NANOQUIM, installations that
should be completed during 2010.
ICMAB will be then in a good position to
continue its effort to keep track in the
international competition for scientiﬁc
excellence. The investments performed
on the basis of CSIC and large research
projects, such as Consolider Nanoselect
and CIBER “Bioengineering, Biomaterials
and Nanomedecine”, have been extremely
important for this purpose. The scientiﬁc
services of ICMAB are now well integrated on
the wide facilities of BNC-b grouped under
the label of the International Excellence
campus at Bellaterra and UAB research
Park (PRUAB), where the development of
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology has a top
priority.
You will ﬁnd in the printed version of the
report a selection of 20 scientiﬁc highlights
achieved by ICMAB researchers, a short
overview of the strategy and objectives of the
8 Departments and of the scientiﬁc services
and some information about training (PhDs
hold during 2009), technology transfer
initiatives and outreach activities. On the CD
accompanying the report a full list of all the
publications, research projects and invited
talks of the ICMAB researchers are included.
Also I invite you to surf as often as you want
through our web site (www.icmab.es) where
we continuously include news, highlights,
achievements, and much more relevant
information that may be of your interest.

(15)

XAVIER OBRADORS
Director / ICMAB - CSIC
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Recent advances in rechargeable battery
materials; a chemist’s perspective
M.R. Palacín

CHEMICAL SOCIETY REVIEWS, 38, (2009), 2565-2575

Batteries are ubiquitous and their domain of applications is constantly growing. While chemistry (redox
couple) determines whether the system is rechargeable and has an inﬂuence on the range of operation
conditions (temperatures, electrode kinetics etc),
design can greatly inﬂuence characteristics such as
energy or power density, charging rate or cycle life.
Batteries are able to provide a large range of stored
energies: they can power watches (0.1-0.5 Wh), mobile phones (2-4 Wh), laptop computers (30-100 Wh),
electric cars (5-10 kWh) or buses (few 100 kWh) or act
as UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) for entire cities (MWh range) (Fig. 1). The number of commercially
important rechargeable battery systems is relatively
low, with aqueous electrolyte (Pb/acid and alkaline
Ni/Cd and Ni/MH) and lithium batteries dominating
the market both in terms of size and value. In addition to these, sodium batteries deserve special mention, since they have conquered an important niche in
electrical grid applications.
Although batteries have been available for long, it
is only in the last decades that fundamental understanding of the underlying structure-property relationships that govern their performance has been
achieved. The development of lithium-ion batteries
beneﬁted from the wide knowledge in intercalation

FIGURE 1 The choice of electrode materials is determinant for battery

performance in terms of capacity, voltage and power. The three main
current domains of application for secondary batteries are: portable
electronics, transport and stationary storage.

FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of the different reaction mechanisms

observed in electrode materials for lithium batteries. Black circles:
voids in the crystal structure, blue circles: metal, yellow circles: lithium

chemistry developed by solid state chemists in the
1970s and was transformed into a commercialised
product in 1991.1 Since then, progress in insertion
compounds has allowed remarkable performance
improvement (Fig. 2). Other electrode materials that
react with lithium following alternative mechanisms
(namely alloying and conversion reactions) are also
being intensively studied.2,3 Their main advantage is
the large increase in electrochemical capacity while
the main drawback is that these values are achieved
at the expense of major structural changes that result in performance penalties such as short cycle life
or voltage hysteresis. Electrolyte components are
crucial to preserve good quality interfaces and, in
turn, battery performance and cycle life and polymer
or solid alternatives to conventional liquid electrolytes are deserving increased attention.
In summary, battery chemistry is currently the object of an intense research activity that will certainly
unravel novel energy storage concepts in the years
to come.
[1] Y. Nishi, CHEM. REC., 2001, 1, 406
[2] D. Larcher, S. Beattie, M. Morcrette, K. Edström, J.C. Jumas and J.M.
Tarasco, J. MATER. CHEM., 2007, 17, 3759
[3] J. Cabana, L. Monconduit, D. Larcher and M.R. Palacín, ADV. MATER.,
2010, 22, E170
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Chirality at the nanoscale: Nanoparticles,
surfaces, materials and more
D.B. Amabilino ed.
WILEY-VCH, 2009. ISBN 978-3-527-32013-4
CHEMICAL SOCIETY REVIEW, 38, (2009), 1562-1571.

Two major review works were published in 2009 on
the topic of Chirality in materials with nanometre
scale dimensions. Chirality is the property of an object
whereby its mirror image is non-superimposable on
itself: The objects are enantiomers.
Chirality is important in our world because living
things are chiral and therefore interact differently
with opposite enantiomers. In the materials sense,
chirality is attractive because new properties

arise when it is incorporated into a system, some
examples being liquid crystals and porous materials.
An important aspect of chiral nanoscale systems is
in the preparation and resolution of chiral molecules,
a subject at the heart of the NMP project RESOLVE
(NMP4-SL-2008-214340) coordinated at the ICMAB.
The collections review different aspects of chiral
nanoscale materials, how to prepare them,
characterise them, and make use of them.

(18)
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CaFeO2: A new type of layered structure with iron
in a distorted square planar coordination
C. Tassel, J.M. Pruneda, N. Hayashi, T. Watanabe, A. Kitada, Y. Tsujimoto, H. Kageyama,
K. Yoshimura, M. Takano, M. Nishi, K. Ohoyama, M. Mizumaki, N. Kawamura, J. Íñiguez
and E. Canadell
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 131, (2009), 221-229

The coordination geometries usually exhibited by iron
in oxides are octahedral and tetrahedral. However,
Tsujimoto et al.1 recently reported a new material,
SrFeO2, in which a high-spin Fe2+ ion exhibits a
square-planar coordination. This material is built
from unprecedented FeO 2 inﬁnite layers in between
which the Sr 2+ cations reside and exhibits a number
of surprising structural and physical properties
(Fig. 1). Our study of the electronic structure of
SrFeO2 provided important clues to understand
this situation.2 More recently the same synthesis
technique was used to prepare CaFeO 2 which,
surprisingly, exhibits a new type of layered structure.
The high-spin Fe2+ ions in this structure exhibit
a coordination which is considerably distorted
from square-planar towards tetrahedral, a very
uncommon situation for high-spin d6 systems. As for
SrFeO2, CaFeO2 exhibits G-type antiferromagnetic
ordering well above room temperature. However,
the distortion of the FeO2 layers leads to only
a slight decrease of the Néel temperature with
respect to SrFeO2. First-principles DFT calculations
provide a clear rationalization of the structural and
physical observations for CaFeO2. In particular,
these calculations show that the small values of
the quadrupole splitting experimentally found for
systems like CaFeO2 and SrFeO2 are compatible,
even if surprisingly so, with high-spin Fe2+ and double
occupation of the dz2 orbital. The calculation of phonon
modes for an ideal high-symmetry planar structure
makes clear the existence of modes associated
with an out-of-plane motion of the oxygen atoms so
as to leave the iron atoms in a pseudo-tetrahedral
coordination as well as with in-plane rotations of
the FeO4 squares and out-of-plane motions of the
calcium atoms, which lead to the observed structure.

Similar calculations predict that the Sr and Ba
containing phases are stable in the high-symmetry
planar structure.
This study nicely illustrates how strongly the
correlation between spin-state and stereochemistry
may differ in molecular and extended systems. In
contrast with both theoretical and experimental
evidence for the preference of a tetrahedral
coordination in molecular high-spin d6 systems, the
AFeO2 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) layered oxides clearly prefer
the square-planar coordination and only if the size of
the cation is small enough to make it advantageous
for the oxygen atoms to move out of the plane to
optimize the bonding with the cations, a drift towards
an incipient tetrahedral coordination is created.

FIGURE 1 Substitution of Ca for Sr in the layered SrFeO 2 phase leads

to a new type of layered structure containing 3d 6 iron in a high-spin
distorted square-planar coordination

[1] Y. Tsujimoto, C. Tassel, N. Hayashi, T. Watanabe, H. Kageyama, K.
Yoshimura, M. Takano, M. Ceretti, C. Ritter and W. Paulus, NATURE, 2007,
450, 1062
[2] J.M. Pruneda, J. Iñiguez, E. Canadell, H. Kageyama and M. Takano,
PHYS. REV. B, 2008, 78, 115101
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Dramatic inﬂuence of the electronic structure on the
conductivity through open and closed-shell molecules
N. Crivillers, C. Munuera, M. Mas-Torrent, C. Simao, S.T. Bromley, C. Ocal, C. Rovira and
J. Veciana
ADVANCED MATERIALS, 21, (2009), 1177-1181

FIGURE 1 Scheme of the strategy used to form the open-shell PTM radical SAM (PTM(rad)-SAM) and closed-shell PTM derivative SAM (PTM(αH)-SAM) to study by 3D-SFM.

The increasing interest in miniaturizing electronic
devices to achieve denser circuits will eventually entail
the utilization of molecules as active components.
Envisaging this, over the last few years a vast amount
of research work has been devoted to the preparation
of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) employing
functional molecules with potential for the fabrication
of electronic devices. In this line, we recently prepared
SAMs based on polychlorotrimethylphenyl (PTM)
radicals that can act as (electro)chemical molecular
switches with optical and magnetic response. Here
we reported on the investigation of the transport
properties through PTM SAMs performed by the
so-called three dimensional (3D) operation mode of
Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM).
Since one of the main issues in molecular electronics
is the difﬁculty in controlling and reproducing
all the experimental parameters that affect the
measurements, an elegant way to circumvent this
is to rely on comparative transport measurements.
Following this philosophy, SAMs based on the radical
as well as on the closed-shell form of a PTM derivative
(PTM(rad)-SAM and PTM(αH)-SAM, respectively) on
gold were prepared (Fig. 1). These two systems give
rise to SAMs with no signiﬁcant structural molecular
variations but with extremely different electronic
structure.

The 3D-SFM technique allows the simultaneous
measurement of the normal force (Fn) and the
current (I) as a function of the bias voltage (V) and
the sample displacement distance towards the tip
(z). Remarkably, it was found that the PTM(rad)-SAM
shows a junction resistance (10-40 MΩ) one order of
magnitude smaller than that of the PTM(αH)-SAM
(200-300 MΩ), either for the same applied load or the
same piezo displacement.
Density functional calculations were employed to gain
further insight into the electronic structures of each
molecule. In PTM(αH)-SAM, since the Fermi level of
the contacts employed lie in the large HOMO-LUMO
gap, non resonant tunneling is expected. On the other
hand, the LUMO-β level of PTM(rad) approaches to
the metal Fermi levels and, thus, points towards
a LUMO-assisted transport with some probable
contribution of resonant tunneling.
This work demonstrates for the ﬁrst time that
comparative studies of the conductivity through
closed and open-shell molecules with close
molecular structure carried out with 3D-SFM can
bring new insights of the transport mechanisms
that prevail in molecular junctions, and offer new
perspectives in the ﬁeld of molecular electronics and
molecular spintronics.

(20)
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Direct imaging of the visible emission bands from
individual ZnO nanowires by near-ﬁeld optical
spectroscopy
F. Güell, J.O. Ossó, A.R. Goñi, A. Cornet and J.R. Morante
NANOTECHNOLOGY, 20, (2009), 315701

Scanning near-ﬁeld optical microscopy (SNOM) has
become nowadays a very powerful technique for investigating the optical properties of nanostructures
with a sub-wavelength spatial resolution below 100
nm. We have used a near-ﬁeld optical microscope to
map out the visible emission of high-quality singlecrystal ZnO nanowires (NWs) grown on quartz substrates by the vapor transport method using Au as
catalyst. The room-temperature photo luminescence
(PL) measurements show two emission bands, one
in the ultraviolet spectral region around 380 nm associated to exciton recombination processes and a
much broader structure in the visible range from 420
to 700 nm, which exhibits two distinct peak-like features around 520 and 590 nm called green and yellow
bands, respectively. SNOM measurements reveal
that the latter are unique properties of the NWs and
give incipient evidence of wave-guiding effects by the
ZnO NWs (Fig. 1). For the quantitative analysis of the
SNOM signals we constructed intensity line-proﬁles
of the images using the data within the rectangular
region around the ZnO NW demarked by the dashed
lines in Figs. 1b,c. The x coordinate of the proﬁles

shown in Fig. 1d runs along the short axis of the rectangle, i.e., perpendicular to the wire. The intensity
depicted in Fig. 1d for each x value corresponds to
the integral of the SNOM signal along the long axis
of the rectangle (the wire direction), summing up
over the contributions of all performed line proﬁles.
Whereas at 520 nm the line proﬁle yields very similar intensity for the wire emission as well as for the
background signal, at 590 nm the proﬁle exhibits two
striking maxima, whose positions coincide well with
that of both bright lines roughly running along the
upper edge of the ZnO NW (see topography image in
Fig. 1a). Another important difference of the SNOM
images concerns the very bright PL signal at 590 nm
observed at the place where the gold catalyst is located. This emission can only be ascribed to the internal luminescence of the ZnO NW. Hence, the ZnO
NW appears to work ﬁne by guiding the emitted light
in its interior towards the gold ball at its end. The latter seems to amplify the radiation ﬁeld of the wire
acting as an efﬁcient antenna. This is the result of the
strong coupling between light and surface plasmons
sustained by the metallic ball.

FIGURE 1 (a) Topography SNOM image of a single ZnO NW on a quartz substrate, in which the Au catalyst particle can be clearly identified at its apex.
(b) and (c) Corresponding PL-SNOM images obtained in transmission-collection mode for UV excitation at 365 nm with the spectrometer set at 520
and 590 nm, respectively. (d) Two line-scan profiles of the SNOM intensity integrated over the region marked by the dash-line rectangle on the images
taken at 520 and 590 nm.
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Surface cell growth engineering assisted by a
novel bacterial nanomaterial
E. García-Fruitós, E. Rodríguez-Carmona, C. Díez-Gil, R.M. Ferraz, E. Vázquez, J.L.
Corchero, M. Cano-Sarabia, I. Ratera, N. Ventosa, J. Veciana and A. Villaverde
ADVANCED MATERIALS, 21, (2009), 4249–4253

Inclusion Bodies (IB) are higly pure and biologicaly
active protein deposits produced in recombinant
bacteria. Being insoluble in water, they are observed
as nanoparticulate biomaterials in the size range
of a few hundred nanometers. Although IBs were
supposed to be undesirable side products on protein
transcription processes it has been recently proved
that they retain part of their original functionality (e.g.
ﬂuorescence or enzimatic activity) being possible to
tailor its properties during biological production and
as a result are suitable for use as functional and
biocompatible materials.
IBs formed by green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) are
very convenient models for kinetic and functional
analyses of their biological production since they
are highly ﬂuorescent. The appropriate combination
of time of harvesting (determining IB size) and the
producing strain (determining biological activity
and also upper size limit) would deﬁne particular
particle dimensions and ﬂuorescence that could be
appropriate for different applications.
Here we characterize the relevant nanometer-scale
properties of GFP IBs and explore the extent to
which thay can be tailored by simple approaches. To
characterize the morphology of IBs at the nanometer
scale we explored them by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The
AFM of GFP IBs show the presence of spherical or

cylindrical entities with average sizes of 300 nm
length and 170 nm diameter. The performed cross
sections measurements conﬁrmed the statistical
data obtained from the dynamic light scattering (DLS)
measurements. SEM observations were in the same
line, revealing the rough IB surface and stressing
the size difference between IBs obtained in different
genetically modiﬁed bacterial.
In addition, as IBs are fully biofunctional by nature
and mechanically stable materials, we have used
GFP IBs as nanoparticles to nanoengineer surface
roughness which might have wide applications in
different nanomedical scenarios. On these modiﬁed
surfaces, BHK cells grew intimately attached to GFP
IBs (Fig. 1) and moreover, IBs dramatically stimulated
cell proliferation in a dose-dependent manner.
To further prove the validity of IBs as stimulators
of cell proliferation, microstructuration of the IBs
onto an amino-terminated silicon substrate was
performed using the microcontact printing technique.
Fig. 2 shows the silicon surface patterned with IBs
as well as the resulting line shaped stimulation of
cell proliferation in the regions decorated with IBs.
This stresses again the ability of IBs to stimulated
cell proliferation on surfaces initially not suitable
for cell growth proving the potential of IBs in tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine among other
promising biomedical applications.

FIGURE 2 Images of the 50 μm lined IB-patterned amino-terminated silicon surfaces taken
processed with a 3D software of BHK cells by fluorescence microscopy (left), and the BHK cell distribution after 48h of growth on them
75 h after cell deposition on a GFP IBs (in (right).
green) functionalized surface.

FIGURE 1 Confocal xyz stack of 22 sections
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Magnetoelectric response of multiferroic BiFeO3 and
related materials from ﬁrst principles calculations
J.C. Wojdel and J. Íñiguez

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS, 103, (2009), 267205

Over the last years magnetoelectric (ME) multiferroics
(i.e., materials with coupled magnetic and electric
orders) have attracted great interest, motivated
by both the intriguing physics of the ME coupling
and their obvious technological interest. However,
ﬁnding multiferroics that display large ME effects at
room temperature (Tr ) is proving a major challenge,
and so far we know only one good candidate: the
perovskite BiFeO 3 (BFO). The difﬁculties begin with
the scarcity of ferroelectrics magnetically ordered
at Tr. Moreover, the desired materials must present
large ME couplings and be good insulators, as needed
for many envisioned applications. Unfortunately,
our community is not well prepared to tackle
this challenge, as the basic atomistic/electronic
underpinnings of the ME coupling are not understood
for any but the simplest compounds.
Quantum-mechanical simulations provide us with
the ideal tool to understand the ultimate origin of the
measured properties of materials, and are expected
to help in this difﬁcult ﬁeld of MEs (Fig. 1). Indeed,
over the years ab initio theory has been important to
understand the chemical and physical requirements
for multiferroism, and the current emphasis on
BFO is partly a consequence of some pioneering
ab initio works. More recently, the theory is turning
to the study of the ME couplings per se, an area in
which our group is making key contributions. After
publishing the ﬁrst-ever calculation of a ME response

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the theory of the linear magnetoelectric

response we have developed, indicating the various contributions to the effect.

FIGURE 2 (a): sketch of the dominant magnetoelectric response of

BFO. Only the two Fe atoms in the usual (rhombohedral) cell of BFO
are shown. In equilibrium (dashed arrows), the spin of the Fe ions lies
on the xy plane; the easy axis is x and a small canting results in a net
magnetization along y. When Ey is applied we obtain an additional
canting and a nonzero Mz (solid arrows). (b): cumulative plot for the
largest magnetoelectric response coefficient of BiFeO3 (α23). Modes
dominated by Bi (red diamonds) and Fe (green squares) displacements
are highlighted.

[1], in this work we extended our methods to the
study of multiferroics, which allowed to study BFO
and related materials in which Fe is substituted by
other 3d transition metal. Our work showed that the
response of such compounds can be relatively large;
yet, it also showed that the response is dominated
by an unexpected mechanism: the relatively soft
Bi-O bonds that react to the application of an electric
ﬁeld and produce a magnetic effect in turn (Fig. 2).
Accordingly, we found that the nature of the magnetic
species (Cr, Fe, Mn, Co and Ni were tested) is relatively
unimportant, and [2] that chemical substitution is
not a good strategy to enhance the ME effects. Our
results suggested that a more promising strategy
consists in tuning BFO to induce structural phase
transitions, something that can be achieved e.g. by
means of strain engineering. Our simulations thus
provided us with key fundamental understanding to
better direct experimental work on BFO in the future.
[1] J. Íñiguez, PHYS. REV. LETT., 2008, 101, 117201
[2] J. Wojdel and J. Iniguez, PHYS. REV. LETT., 2010, 105, 37208
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Spontaneous outcropping of self-assembled
insulating nanodots in solution-derived metallic
ferromagnetic La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 ﬁlms
C. Moreno, P. Abellán, A. Hassini, A. Ruyter, A. Pérez del Pino, F. Sandiumenge, M.J.
Casanove, J. Santiso, T. Puig and X. Obradors
ADVANCED FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS, 19, (2009), 2139-2146
Nanoscale manipulation of functional materials
generates a very broad interest in many ﬁelds.
Here a new mechanism is proposed for the generation
of self-assembled nanodots at the surface of a ﬁlm
based on spontaneous outcropping of the secondary
phase of a nanocomposite epitaxial ﬁlm. Epitaxial
self-assembled Sr-La oxide insulating nanodots have
been formed through this mechanism at the surface
of an epitaxial metallic ferromagnetic La 0.7 Sr 0.3MnO 3
ﬁlm grown on SrTiO 3 from chemical solutions (Fig.
1). It is shown that the size and concentration of the
nanodots can be tuned by means of growth kinetics
and through modiﬁcation of the La excess in the
precursor chemical solution. TEM analysis reveals
that, underneath the La–Sr oxide nanodots, the ﬁlm
has switched from the compressive out-of-plane

FIGURE 1 Atomic force microscopy image of self-assembled La-Sr oxide
nanodots spontaneously outcropped at the surface of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
together with a TEM cross section image of the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 film
showing embedded Ruddelsden-Popper phase Sr3Mn4O7 inclusions.

FIGURE 2 Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) line scan across the

interfaces La-Sr oxide nanodot-La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 film and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
film-SrTiO3 substrate, as shown in the inset. The scan was taken going
from 1 to 2.

stress component to a tensile one (Fig. 2). The driving
force for the nanodot formation can be attributed to
a cooperative effect involving the minimization of the
elastic strain energy and a thermodynamic instability
of the La 0.7 Sr 0.3MnO 3 phase against the formation of
a Ruddelsden-Popper phase Sr 3Mn4O7 embedded
in the ﬁlm, and La-Sr oxide surface nanodots.
The formation mechanism can be described as a
generalization of the classical Stranski-Krastanov
growth mode involving also phase separation. In
the present case, the La-Sr oxide islands induce
an isotropic strain to the LSMO ﬁlm underneath
the island which decreases the magnetoelastic
contribution to the magnetic anisotropy. Spontaneous
outcropping of self-assembled nanodots on top of an
epitaxial wetting layer with a different composition
appear then as a new opportunity to modulate at the
nanoscale the physical properties of the underlying
wetting ﬁlm or to generate nanotemplates in a ﬁlm
surface.
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Supercritical ﬂuid assisted one-pot synthesis
of core-shell nanoparticles as high relaxivity
T2-contrast agents for Magnetic Resonance Imaging
E. Taboada, R. Solanas, E. Rodríguez, R. Weissleder and A. Roig
ADVANCED FUNCTIONAL MATERIAL, 19, (2009), 2319-2324
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive
and widely spread diagnostic imaging technique used
to obtain high resolution tomographic images of the
body without the need of employing ionizing radiation or radiopharmaceuticals. The actual trend is towards visualization of events at cellular level particularly those that are key target in disease processes
and require very high detection sensitivity. For that
purpose, a new generation of MR imaging agents is
critical towards detecting highly speciﬁc receptors
and cells. Moreover, one needs suitable ampliﬁcation
strategies to increase sensibility of the technique,
biocompability and optimized pharmacodynamics.
Special attention is given at designing novel systems
with higher relaxivity values.
Here, we report on a novel one-pot approach, combining sol-gel chemistry and supercritical ﬂuids to fabricate highly monodisperse core(γ-Fe2 O 3)-shell(SiO 2)
nanospheres (Fig. 1, panels a, b and c). Such one-step
method, that should be easily scalable, has allowed
us the quick and high yield fabrication of materials
with controlled properties.

Each nanocomposite particle is formed by a well deﬁned multi particle magnetic nucleus (Figure 1, inset
panel c) guaranteeing a high volume magnetic moment and at the same time safeguarding the superparamagnetic behaviour of the nanospheres at room
temperature. The magnetic nucleus is surrounded by
a microporous silica shell ensuring the system’s biocompatibility and eventually enlarging the potential
applications of the material as a drug nanocarrier (a
therapeutic agent could be encapsulated in the silica
shell and surface functionalization can be achieved
via silanol groups to target speciﬁc body sites). No
toxic effects for the material have been observed up
to 1 mM Fe for 12h incubation in a cell line. The most
remarkable result is the high transversal relaxivities
values obtained. Later on we have shown that relaxivity linearly correlates with the magnetic moment of
the composite particle (Figure 1, panel d).
A follow up of this job was published in ACS Nano 3
(2009) 3377 by E.Taboada, M. Gich and A. Roig, where
we reported that the controlled crystallization of the
above described material can yield nanospheres of
silica with an ε-Fe2 O 3 single crystal nucleus (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 1 Panel a) illustrates the starting precursor solution, panel b) shows the gel nanospheres

in a supercritical media, panel c) contains a TEM image of the resulting monodisperse dry
core-shell nanospheres, the multi-particle nucleus is clearly visible in the inset and in panel d)
relaxivity, r2-values, against the magnetic moment of nanospheres of different sizes is represented.
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FIGURE 2 Room temperature magnetization
curves versus magnetic field is represented
for the initial nanospheres showing a
superparamagnetic behaviour (red curve)
and for the system after re-crystallization
(blue curve) showing a ferromagnetic
behaviour with a 2 Tesla coercive field typical
of the ε-Fe2O3 phase.

Layer-by-layer electropeeling of organic
conducting material imaged in real time
C. Munuera, J. Puigmartí-Luis, M. Paradinas, L. Garzón, D.B. Amabilino and C. Ocal

SMALL, 5, (2009), 214-220

Soft materials comprised of low molecular weight
organic molecules are attracting increasing interest
in emerging areas in nanoscience and nanotechnology, including molecular electronics, nanosystems for
energy conversion, and devices in the widest sense.
Their interaction with electrodes and their behavior
under electric ﬁelds is a topic of vital signiﬁcance and
one about very little is known, yet they are central to
device performance because if any signiﬁcant morphological or structural change comes about on applying potential a consequent modiﬁcation of electrical transport properties will result. Unprecedented
evidence for the peeling of organic molecular material when a voltage is applied between the conducting
system and the conducting probe of a scanning force
microscope (SFM) is presented. The rate of material
removal from the surface of the bulk conducting supramolecular material depends on the potential applied, but is clearly initiated at powers as little as few
hundreds of nW.
The system (Fig. 1) consists in a layered ﬁber-like
ﬁlm made of π-electron rich molecules (TTF derivative) containing an amide group to enable selfassembly through hydrogen bonds as well as a long

FIGURE 1 Chemical structure of TTF derivative. The organization of the

molecules in these gels is in a head-to-head arrangement as shown in
longitudinal (b) and transversal (c) cross sections.

FIGURE 2 Current maps (merged ES and C-SFM) at different time

intervals taken at a constant Vtip=200mV. The lateral size of each image
is 415nmx320nm. Time evolution is indicated by the solid arrows.

alkyl chain. Our investigation ﬁrst coﬁrmed that the
current ﬂows along the ﬁber axis, consistent with a
conduction pathway through the π-orbitals overlapping between adjacent molecules forming the ﬁber.
The non-conducting alkyl chain shell surrounding the
TTF conducting core of the ﬁbers disfavoured transversal inter-ﬁber conduction. The weak non-covalent
interaction between layers leads to a removal of layers of material under application of an electric ﬁeld.
A convincing test is presented in Fig. 2 by means of
selected sequences of a movie taken at a constant
and very low positive tip voltage (≈200mV). The complete movie (11 h) consisted of 103 frames from the
ﬁrst (top left) to the last (bottom left) situations.
At this low bias, no intensity was detected along the
ﬁbers, where the tip is in contact with the alkyl chains
ﬁbers shell. However, though lower than 0.5 nA, current was measured at the end of the ﬁbers (brighter),
the only locations where the tip directly contacts the
π-stacking in between the TTF units, reachable at
the open side of the conducting core of the ﬁbers. As
time passes while imaging at the same tip voltage,
the ﬁbers retract from their end and along their axis.
The reported observations, are described in terms of
a mechanism based in a “peeling the ﬁbers out” by
the effect of the applied electric ﬁeld (electropeeling), which is found to remove the molecules, pulling
them out from the ﬁbers extremes, and sequentially
destroying the conducting wires. These results are
relevant to understand the limits of energy transport
through organic ﬁbers, which is of enormous importance in molecular components for electronic circuits and organic based sensors.
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Strain-driven self-assembled network of antidots in
complex oxide thin ﬁlms
Z. Konstantinović, J. Santiso, Ll. Balcells and B. Martínez

SMALL, 5, (2009), 265-271

Due to intrinsic difﬁculties in using traditional topdown nanofabrication techniques in complex oxides
the use of ordered nanostructures via spontaneous
self-organization,
as
alternative
bottom-up
nanofabrication technology, has been intensively
investigated in the recent years. Complex oxide
thin ﬁlms are often elastically strained, and this
lattice strain can, in some cases, select preferential
growth modes leading to the appearance of different
self-organized morphologies. However, using
structural strain as the driving force to promote selforganization in a controlled way requires an accurate
control of the growth process and substrate’s
structural features, such as the miscut angle and

FIGURE 1 a) Small area 3D AFM images (1600 x 900 nm2 and 300 x
300 nm2) cut in the direction of antidot lines. b) Topological image of
as-grown La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 films (miscut angle of 0.24º). Inset shows the
2D FFT of topological data (50 x 50 pm-2). c) Autocorrelation function of
the topological surface shown in (b) with (d) profiles along and normal
to antidot lines.

surface atomic termination. In this work we report
on the controlled fabrication of a self-assembled
network of antidots in highly epitaxial La2/3 Sr1/3MnO 3
thin ﬁlms grown on top of (001) oriented SrTiO 3
substrates (Fig. 1). The evolution of the structural
and magnetic properties as a function of different
annealing treatments is analyzed to clarify the
growth mechanism leading to the formation of this
self-assembled network of antidots [1,2]. The ability
of achieving such self-assembled nanostructures
offers a unique opportunity to explore new
possibilities for the bottom-up fabrication of magnetic
and magnetoelectronic devices.

[1] Z. Konstantinović, J. Santiso, D. Colson, A. Forget, Ll. Balcells and B.
Martínez, J. APPL. PHYS., 2009, 105, 063919
[2] Z. Konstantinović, Ll. Balcells and B. Martínez, J. MAGN. MAGN. MATER.,
2010, 322, 1205-1208
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Versatile chemoselectivity in Ni-catalyzed multiple
bond carbonylations and cyclocarbonylations in
CO2-expanded liquids
D. del Moral, A.M.B. Osuna, A. Córdoba, J.M. Moretó, J. Veciana, S. Ricart and N. Ventosa
CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS, 31, (2009) 4723–4725
Multiple C-C bond formation is among the most important reactions in organic synthesis. Our group has
developped a new highly efﬁcient catalytic carbonylative cycloaddition1 to synthesize the cyclopentane
skeleton, starting from products as simple as allyl
halides, alkynes, strained alkenes and carbon monoxide, under mild reaction conditions.
The cyclopentane structure is found in many bioactive
natural products of interest like antibiotics (methylenomicin, pentalenolactone), antitumorals (coriolin,
quadrone), crop control agents (specionin, strygol),
parfumes (jasmone, vetivone) (Fig. 1).
The reaction is catalytic in nickel, using cheap and
available Ni(II) salts, and up to four bonds are created
in one single synthetic operation (atom economy).
At present, there is a growing interest on the use of
compressed ﬂuids (CF), either in liquid or supercritical state, as sustainable solvents in synthetic processes, in particular when applied to catalytic processes. Compressed carbon dioxide is one of the most

attractive alternatives to replace environmentally
hazardous conventional organic solvents employed
in industrial reactions, since it is non toxic, non-ﬂ ammable and easy to recover. CO 2 -expanded liquids are
specially attractive for the performance of catalytic
reactions2: enhanced solubility of reactant gases
(e.g. CO), enhanced transport rates due to properties
of dense CO 2, milder operating pressures (tens of
bars) compared to scCO 2, while still diminishing the
use of organic solvents, and tunable solvent power by
varying the CO 2 composition.
An outstanding chemoselectivity is reached in this
Ni-catalyzed cyclocarbonylation reaction, with both
alkynes and strained alkenes, by using CO 2 -expanded acetone as the reaction media instead of conventional liquid solvents. Indeed, by operational parameters tuning, selective mono or double carbonylations
could be achieved, with the obtaining of pure cyclopentanone derivatives, cyclohexenones or acyclic
sytems (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 2 Selective mono or double carbonylations could be achieved by
using CO2-expanded liquids in [2+2+1] reaction of alkenes or acetylenes
with allyl bromides catalyzed by Ni(I).

FIGURE 1 Bioactive natural products based in cyclopentane structure.

[1] - M.L. Nadal, J. Bosch, J.M. Vila, G.Klein, S.Ricart and J.M. Moretó,
J. AM. CHEM. SOC., 2005, 127(30), 10476-10477
[2] - S. Sala, N. Ventosa, T. Tassaig, M. Cano, Y. Danten, M. Besnard and
J. Veciana, CHEMPHYSCHEM, 2005, 6, 587-590
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Cobaltabisdicarbollide anion receptor for
enantiomer-selective membrane electrodes
A.I. Stoica, C. Viñas and F. Teixidor

CHEMICAL COMMUNICATIONS, 33, (2009), 4988-4990

FIGURE 1

Body of Ion selective electrode

SCHEME 1 Electroactive complex formation.

The communication demonstrates on the authors interest for the development of Ion selective electrodes
(ISE’s) to be used for biomolecules and drug analysis.
ISE’s have an important role in pharmaceutical analysis due to their simplicity, speed and accuracy.1 We
had developed selective electrodes for the antibiotics
for tuberculosis prevention and treatment Isoniazid
and Pyrazinamide. These ISE’s were based on an ion
pair complex formed between a highly stable anionic
cobaltabisdicarbollide ([3,3´-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and
the cation form of isoniazid and pyrazinamide, respectively, as an active material using the plasticizers di-butyl phthalate (DBP), o-nitro phenyl octyl
ether (NPOE) and di-octyl phthalate (DOP) in a PVC
matrix membrane.2
Using the same process and basis we have developed
in this paper ISE’s which ion selective membranes
incorporating enantiomerically pure aminoacids (Fig.
1). Most amino acids can exist in either of two optical isomers, D and L. While L-amino acids represent
most of the amino acids found in proteins, most of Damino acids have microbial origin, not participating
in protein synthesis and sometimes exhibiting toxic
properties in entering higher organisms. Tryptophan

(Trp), Histidine (His) and Arginine (Arg) are three of
the 20 standard amino acids, see Fig. 1. There are a
few studies concerning chiral detection of aminoacids
using potentiometric and voltammetric techniques1,3
but always using cyclodextrins. In this paper, we report pioneering work on the potentiometric detection
of aminoacid enantiomers not using chiral macrocycles. By combining anionic cobaltabisdicarbollide
and the protonated form of the targeted amino acid
enantiomer, an ion-pair complex is obtained, which
is used to prepare the ion selective PVC membrane
electrodes (Scheme 1).
These studies bring ﬁrst evidence that detection of
enantiomers is possible avoiding chiral receptors
by using ion associates of the targeted species with
[1]- as the electroactive species. As an example, the
electrode for D-histidine recognizes D-histidine one
million times better than L-histidine from a solution
that contains both isomers D-histidine and its complementary L-histidine.
[1] J. Wang, ANALYTICAL ELECTROCHEMISTRY, 3rd Edition, Wiley-VCH,
New York, 2006
[2] A. Stoica, C. Viñas and F. Teixidor, CHEM. COMMUN., 2008, 6492
[3] L. Moreno, A. Merkoci, S. Alegret, S. Hernandez-Cassou and J. Saurina,
ANAL. CHIM. ACTA, 2004, 507, 247
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Multiferroic BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 nanostructures
N. Dix, R. Muralidharan, J. Guyonnet, P. Paruch, B. Warot-Fonrose, M. Varela, F. Sánchez
and J. Fontcuberta

CHEMISTRY OF MATERIALS, 21, (2009), 1375-1380
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS, 95, (2009), 062907

Multiferroic materials are attractive because they
have two ferroic properties and the interaction between the magnetic and electric polarizations leads
to additional functionalities. However, the scarce
number of room temperature multiferroics hampers its potential in the development of novel devices. Two-phase nanocomposite thin ﬁlms combining
ferroelectric (FE) and ferromagnetic (FM) materials
have emerged as a promising alternative to intrinsic
multiferroics. Using immiscible combinations of FE
perovskite and FM spinel oxides these nanocomposites can form on a proper substrate by a self-assembled process. By pulsed laser deposition we have
fabricated FE BiFeO 3 (BFO) - FM CoFe2 O4 (CFO) nanocomposites on SrTiO 3 (001) substrates. Due to the
structural dissimilarity between BFO and CFO and
the high volatility of Bi, the substrate temperature
has a critical impact and pure epitaxial nanocomposites only form in a very narrow range of temperature.

Under these conditions both phases grow epitaxially,
with CFO forming a self-assembled structure of nanopillars in a BFO matrix (Fig. 1a). Multiferroic (FE and
FM) properties of these samples were measured at
room temperature using SQUID and scanning probe
microscopies.
Magnetoelectric (ME) coupling in multiferroic nanocomposites occurs via the elastic interaction between the FE and FM phases, and thus the interface
coherence and the residual strain can have a dramatic inﬂuence. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) (Fig. 1b) and X-ray diffractometry studies revealed that the FE-FM interfaces
are semicoherent and the absence of elastic residual
strain along the vertical direction in both phases. The
samples present strong magnetoelectric coupling as
prove the reversal of the magnetization of the CFO
nanopillars be applying electrical poling to the BFO
matrix (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 1 (a) Atomic force microscopy topographic image of a BFO-CFO

FIGURE 2 (a) MFM of a nanocomposite (CFO nanopillars in a BFO

nanocomposite and slope distribution calculated in the marked area.
(b) Cross section HRTEM image showing the three interfaces between
substrate, BFO, and CFO. The filtered image at the right is a deformation
map along the in-plane direction. Scale bars correspond in (a) to 100 nm
and in (b) to 5 nm.

matrix). (b) MFM of the same area after poling with 12V. Part of the
pillars reverse the magnetization from up (black) to down (white)
direction. Below each image the corresponding line scan is shown. (c)
Sketch of the observed switching.
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Control of the chemical termination in oxides and
dewetting of metals on oxides
R. Bachelet, F. Rigato, N. Dix, X. Martí, R. Muralidharan, J. Santiso, F.J. Palomares,
C. Munuera, C. Ocal, F. Sánchez and J. Fontcuberta
CHEMISTRY OF MATERIALS, 21, (2009), 2494-2498
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS, 95, (2009), 141915
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS, 95, (2009), 181907
Energy of surfaces and interfaces conditions
greatly their formation and stability, but kinetics
and existing defects are also determining. In some
cases, exploiting the competing inﬂuence of these
factors, we have the possibility to change substantial
characteristics of surfaces and interfaces.
As a ﬁrst example, the chemical termination of
atomically ﬂ at SrTiO 3 (001) surfaces can be tuned
from ~0% SrO (TiO 2 termination) to~100% SrO (SrO
termination) (Fig. 1). The TiO 2 termination is obtained
by well established chemical etching processes.
To get the SrO termination, or a controlled mixed
termination self-separated at the nanoscale, we have
developed a method based in thermal treatments that
allows the progressive increase of the amount of Sr at
the surface. This control of the chemical termination
informs us about the thermodynamic stability of the
surface, which has enormous implications for oxide
thin ﬁlm growth as SrTiO 3 (001) is the most used
substrate. Moreover, we have exploited SrTiO 3 (001)
substrates with self-organized SrO and TiO 2
terminations to fabricate nanostructures of metallic
oxides such as SrRuO 3 by selective growth.
As a second example, we have investigated the
dewetting processes in platinum electrodes on oxide
substrates, which is a critical issue in the development
of oxide-based devices. The high interface energy
between metals and oxides typically causes thermal
agglomeration at the high temperatures required for
epitaxial growth of most of the functional complex
oxides. We have been able to obtain thick and very
ﬂ at Pt ﬁlms on SrTiO 3 (111), with enhanced thermal
stability. These ﬁlms are stable at temperatures as
high as 800 ºC and have been successfully used as
bottom electrodes to grow biferroic YMnO 3 ﬁlms.

FIGURE 1 Atomic force microscopy topographic images (right panels) and
phase-lag (right panels) images of chemically treated SrTiO3 substrates
after annealing at 1300 ºC in air for (a) 2 h, (b) 12 h, and (c) 72 h.
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The hydrophobic effect as a driving force for
charge inversion in colloids
A. Martín-Molina, C. Calero, J. Faraudo, M. Quesada-Pérez, A. Travesset
and R. Hidalgo-Álvarez
SOFT MATTER, 5, (2009), 1350-1353

Many new, nanostructured materials with
biotechnological applications need to be stable in the
form of (colloidal) dispersions in order to be useful.
A typical strategy is electrostatic stabilization, by
strongly charging the interface of the material
in water. Surprisingly, in presence of certain
electrolytes, materials prepared with a certain
charge behave as charged with opposite charge (Fig.
1). This phenomenon is known as charge inversion
or charge reversal and its driving force remains
highly controversial. Here (1) we have addressed
this question by combining different theoretical
tools (molecular dynamics simulations, mean ﬁeld
calculations and thermodynamic considerations)
and carefully designed “smoking gun” experiments.
Our results show that the differential solvation
of electrolytes between the bulk solution and the
material interface gives the required driving force. In

the case of polymeric latexes, the hydrophobic effect
drives the accumulation of poorly solvated counterions
at the polymer/water interface in excess of the own
bare charge of the colloid. In the case of phospholipd
vesicles and liposomes, strongly hydrated ions (such
as Mg, La) are also better solvated by hydrophilic
headgroups and interfacial water rather than by bulk
water. Again, this differential solvation effect provides
a large free energy gain (both entropic and energetic)
which drives the superequivalent adsorption of ions
and the inversion of the charge of the interface.
Our
results have also implications for the
interpretation of electrophoretic (zeta potential)
measurements, routinely employed in the
characterization of these materials. In particular,
in the case of liposomes and vesicles the classical
procedure employed to evaluate adsorption afﬁnities
and binding constants needs to be fully reformulated.

FIGURE 1 Left: negatively charged polymeric colloid moving as a

positively charged entity due to the adsorption of organic cations (from
Soft Matter 5, 1350 (2009). Right: Structure of a positively charged
liposome obtained from anionic lipids by adsorption of metal cations
(from Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 168103 (2010).

[1] A. Martín-Molina, C. Rodríguez-Beas and J. Faraudo, PHYS. REV. LETT.,
2010, 104, 168103
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Preparation and characterization of surface silanized
TiO2 nanoparticles under compressed CO2: Reaction
kinetics
C.A. García-González, J. Saurina, J.A. Ayllón and C. Domingo
JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY C, 113, (2009), 13780-13786
Coupling reagents are often used to improve the uniformity of the distribution of a nanoﬁller into polymeric matrixes. The interest of these additives arises
from their capacity to upgrade composite components compatibility by providing a molecular bridge
between phases. Trialkoxysilane coupling agents are
common grafting agents used to promote interfacial adhesion between inorganic oxides and organic
phases. Commonly, trialkoxysilanes condense forming closely packed self-assembled monolayers with
relatively high ordering. The feasibility of using of
compressed carbon dioxide (CO 2) as a solvent for the
coating of titanium dioxide (TiO 2) nanoparticles with
octyltriethoxysilane was tested in this work. These
studies were focused on investigating the inﬂuence
of the pressure, temperature and reaction time on
the process kinetics as well as in the resulting materials properties. A fundamental kinetic study was
performed for the slower process occurring under
near-critical conditions in order to obtain useful information silanization mechanism. Resulting materials were characterized concerning coating thermal
stability by thermogravimetric analysis, nanoparticles surface chemistry by 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance, textural characteristics by low temperature
N2 adsorption-desorption analysis and dispersibility
in oleophilic phases by laser scattering analysis.
Self-assembled silane monolayers were successfully
prepared by reacting octyltriethoxysilane with TiO 2
nanoparticles in supercritical and near-critical CO 2
media. For the designed high pressure procedure, the
operating pressure and temperature (determining
the silane mole fraction in the ﬂuid phase) and the
reaction time were identiﬁed as key variables that
signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the properties of the silanized
samples. A considerable fast silanization was
observed when working with CO 2 at supercritical
conditions (Fig. 1). High grafting densities of ~ 2.83 molecules per nm2 were obtained in few minutes
using scCO 2 as the solvent for the organosilane. On
the other hand, the degree of silane surface coverage
could be tuned by controlling the reaction time when
compressed CO 2 gas was used. For near-critical CO 2

conditions, the found kinetic equation resembled
the Langmuir adsorption model for monolayer
formation. For silanized samples, the high values
of surface area measured by BET analysis indicated
that using the supercritical coating method, the
organosilane molecules were not preferentially
deposited in the exterior of the agglomerates as
often occurs using conventional liquids as solvents
for surface modiﬁcation. Moreover, the surface
treatment intensiﬁed the compatibility between polar
TiO 2 and hydrophobic organic phases by enhancing
nanoparticles dispersibility.

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the different steps of the
silanization reaction occurring on the surface of TiO2 nanoparticles: after
silane hydrolysis (1), the silanol groups first hydrogen-bonded and, then,
condensed with other silanol groups (structures A obtained by reaction
2) or with the OH groups present on the surface of the nanoparticles
(structures B obtained by reaction 3). Condensation can lead to both the
formation of Si–O–Si siloxane bonds between vicinal silanol molecules
and the production of highly branched polycondensed structures (type
C formed by reaction 4). Finally, further condensation could lead to
the formation of covalent bonding of the type Si-O-Ti with the surface
(structures D formed by reaction 5).
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Competitive adsorption of glycine and water on the
ﬂuorapatite (100) surface
A. Pareek, X. Torrelles, K. Angermund, J. Rius, U. Magdans and H. Gies

LANGMUIR, 25, (2009), 1453-1458

The process of biomineralization has been
fascinating researchers over many years. Whether
it is the complex shells of coccolithophores, single
crystalline spines of a sea urchin, or the hard tissues of
vertebrates, all skeletal frameworks are engineered
by nature in an extraordinary way. The basic building
block in bone is the mineralized collagen ﬁbril, where

FIGURE 1 Top (a) and lateral (b) views of the glycine/water interlayers
on the FAp(100) surface. The minimal FAp-surface relaxations can be
seen by deviations in the gray and colored model. A1 and A2 indicate
the two adsorbate layers, while (a1,a2,a3) show the dimensions of the
orthorhombic FAp surface unit cell.

the mineralization and growth of the apatite crystals
are controlled by organic macromolecules [1,2].
Collagen’s molecular structure consists of three
closely packed helical polypeptide chains, where
the smallest amino acid glycine occupies every third
position in each peptide. However, the role of glycine
in peptide chains of collagene is not totally understood
yet and what is more important the nature of apatite
surface-macromolecular interactions remains still
unclear. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD)
has been used to shed new light on the interaction
at the atomic scale between Fluoroapatite (FAp)(100)
and aqueous glycine at the interface.
The data analysis is consistent with a surface
structure where the aqueous glycine interface is
composed of two adsorbate layers above the surface
containing water molecules that share their positions
with the glycine molecules (Fig. 1). The ﬁrst glycine
layer sticks to the FAp surface through one of the
Ca-ions of the FAp surface while the second one
interacts with two water molecules. The second layer
is formed exclusively by ordered water molecules
interconnected to the water molecules of the ﬁrst
layer trough H-bonds. The distortion induced by
glycine molecules on the structure of the topmost
substrate surface atoms is small. The magnitude of
these distortions/relaxations is lower than in the dry
case (without aqueous solution) and similar to that
where the surface is exclusively covered by water.
The charge neutralization of the ionic specimens at
the FAp surface by water and/or glycine reduces its
surface stress.

[1] S. Mann, BIOMINERALIZATION, PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS IN
BIOINORGANIC MATERIALS CHEMISTRY, Oxford University Press: New
York, 2001
[2] H.A. Lowenstam and S. Weiner, ON BIOMINERALIZATION, Oxford
University Press: New York, 1989
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Vortex dynamics and pinning in YBa2Cu3O7 thin
ﬁlms with nanoscale patterns and self-assembled
nanostructures
J. Gutierrez, A. Palau, M. Gibert, C. Moreno, A. Pomar, N. Romà, T. Puig, X. Obradors,
J.H. Durrell and M.G. Blamire
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS, 94, (2009), 172513
PHYSICAL REVIEW B, 79, (2009), 064526

FIGURE 1 (a) 3D nanopattern fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB) (b)

FIB picture of a YBCO structure patterned in the same geometry

The key issue for the comprehension of vortex matter
in high-Tc superconductors (HTS) has been the
proper understanding of vortex-vortex and vortexdefect interactions. The nanoscale is a key dimension
in HTS superconductors, both from the point of view
of vortex guiding and for enhanced vortex pinning.
Therefore nanoengineering conduction patterns or
non-superconducting defects appear as very useful
strategies to inﬂuence vortex dynamics and pinning.
We have investigated here two different approaches
to nanoengineer HTS YBCO superconducting
ﬁlms. On one hand, 3D nanopatterns have been
fabricated by FIB to deﬁne channels where vortices
are conﬁned and so the inﬂuence of vortex cutting
and channeling investigated. On the other hand, we
have generated extended defects in YBCO ﬁlms by
growing them on top of interfacial self-assembled
oxide nanotemplates. Fig. 1 shows the experimental
3D nano-structure used to measure vortex dynamics
within the YBCO a-b planes. With this particular
conﬁguration easy vortex motion through low pinning
channels can be evaluated by tuning the Lorentz
force component parallel and perpendicular to the
planes. Angular Jc measurements performed to
samples grown on nanotemplates (Fig. 2) show an
enhancement of the vortex pinning properties for
H//c produced by extended defects generated along
de c-axis. A vortex pinning diagram with weigh of
the anisotropic Jc contribution as a function of the
magnetic ﬁeld and temperature, for a sample with
self-assembled nanoislands is shown in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 2 Angular dependence of Jc measured for a standard YBCO
film (dark circles), a film grown on top of self-assembled Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-y
nanowires (green squares) and a film grown on top of self-assembled
(La,Sr)Ox nanoislands (red triangles).

FIGURE 3 H-T vortex pinning regime diagram of the anisotropic defect
contribution, Jcanis/Jc, for H//c for a sample with interfacial selfassembled (La,Sr)Ox nanoislands.
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Large magnetoresistances and non-Ohmic
conductivity in EuWO1+xN2-x
A. Kusmartseva, M. Yang, J. Oró-Solé, A.M. Bea, J.P. Attﬁeld and A. Fuertes
APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS, 95, (2009), 022110

Materials in which the electrical current is coupled to magnetism or shows non-linear variation
with voltage are of fundamental interest and practical importance for technologies such as MRAM
and RRAM (Magnetoresistive and Resistive Random
Access Memories). Many oxide families are known
to have such properties, but the utility of an unexplored class of materials – europium(II) oxynitride
perovskites - was recently demonstrated as colossal negative magnetoresistances were discovered at
low temperatures. The presence of nitride enables d 0
transition metals in high formal oxidation states to
be stabilised, e.g. Nb, Ta, and W. Nitrogen-deﬁciency leads to electron-doping of the transition metal
d-bands and the carrier transport may be strongly
coupled to the magnetisation from the Eu2+ S = 7/2
core spins, leading to magnetoresistances -MR >
99% for EuNbO2+xN1-x . Here we report the magnetotransport properties of the correspondingly electron-doped material EuWO1+xN2-x , in which large
negative magnetoresistances and microstructurally
induced non-ohmicity are discovered. EuWO1+xN2-x
samples with x = 0.09, 0.17 and 0.25 were prepared
by ammonolysis of a precursor, Eu2W2 O 9, at 800 °C

in ﬂowing NH3. N contents were controlled by varying the ﬂow rate. The EuWO1+xN2-x samples are single phase perovskites and appear cubic by powder
X-ray diffraction but electron diffraction revealed a
body-centred √2ap x √2ap x 2ap supercell as was also
observed in EuNbO2N. Magnetisation measurements
show that the three samples order ferromagnetically
at 12 K. The resistivity of EuWO1+xN2-x decreases with
the electron-doping x and the temperature variations
are typical for heavily-doped semiconductors (Fig. 1).
Giant negative magnetoresistances are evidenced by
the divergence of zero-ﬁeld and in-ﬁeld resistivities
below ~50 K for x = 0.09 and 0.17 and ~30 K for x = 0.25
samples. The three EuWO1+xN2-x ceramics showed
non-ohmic conductivity at low temperatures and
voltages. The magnetoresistance results from coupling of the doped W d-band carriers to the Eu2+ magnetisation, and so is sensitive to the doping, ﬁeld and
temperature. Non-ohmic behaviour emerges from
spatial ﬂuctuations in the ferromagnetic order that
create a microstructure of insulating and conducting regions. Manipulation of the O/N content within
EuWO1+xN2-x ﬁlms or monoliths could thus be used to
create spintronic or non-linear resistive devices operating at low temperatures.

FIGURE 1 (a) Resistivities ρ for EuWO1+xN2-x samples; b) -MR vs. for the x = 0.09 sample. (c) Current-voltage isotherms for the x = 0.25 sample at
temperatures above (open symbols) and below (closed symbols) the 12 K Curie transition.
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Superconducting materials
nanostructures at large scale
HEAD: Dr. Teresa Puig • teresa.puig@icmab.es
The “Superconducting Materials and large scale
nanostructuration” (SUMAN) group has an
experience of more than 23 years in the research
ﬁeld of superconducting materials and in the
development of its applications. At the end of 2009
the group was constituted by 1 Research Professor,1
ICREA Professor, 3 Research Scientists, 3 Tenured
scientists, 1 Ramón y Cajal, 1 contracted postdoc,
4 technicians and 14 PhD students. SUMAN is very

proud of having incorporated during 2009 Prof. Jordi
Arbiol as an ICREA Research Professor, an specialist
of Electron Nanoscopy, and of the promotion of Dr.
Teresa Puig to Research Professor. Also during
this year three new PhD have been achieved within
SUMAN. Since its creation, SUMAN has made a
strong evolution in the thematic approaches, keeping
always a large expertise in oxide functional materials,
particularly superconductors, and in materials and

FIGURE 1 General layout of the research activities of the Department.
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nanostructures preparation and characterization.
A distinctive characteristic of the group is to keep
a wise balance among fundamental properties and
applied issues, including device development, in
collaboration with engineering groups.
Figure 1 displays a general layout of the present
scientiﬁc and technological endeavors where
SUMAN is involved. The core scientiﬁc interest lies
on epitaxial superconducting ﬁlms, a domain which
has been naturally extended towards the broad area
of functional oxide nanostructures, including selfassembling induced by strain and template growth.
On the other hand, scaling the thin ﬁlm materials
production in the form of coated conductors and
integrating them in power applications are topical
issues where SUMAN is heavily involved. The
global approach of SUMAN is made clear through
the complex issue of achieving a close correlation
between the three vertexes of the scheme: Process
– Structure – Property. This objective involves
an interdisciplinary approach, with Materials
Science knowledge, understanding nanostructure
development and closing the gap with a full
correlation among both of them and the physical
properties, particularly superconductivity, although
not restricted to that.
Solution chemistry has become a very powerful
enabling methodology used by SUMAN to prepare
an extended range of tailored nanostructured
materials. A wide range of epitaxial oxide thin ﬁlms,
multilayers, nanocomposites, nanodots, nanowires
and nanoparticles have been grown using solution
chemistry. It’s worth to mention, particularly, that
within the scope of the EU project EFECTS a new very
promising chemical solution deposition methodology
based on Ink Jet Printing has been developed.

FIGURE 2 TEM image of the interfaces among YBaCu3O7 and a BaCeO3

layer formed as a result of a a reaction with an original CeO2 buffer layer.

The path towards nanoengineering materials
with tailored properties is deeply anchored on
understanding the materials nanostructure, an
issue where we have made extensive progress,
mainly through the use of Transmission Electron
Microscopy and Scanning Proximity Effect tools.
For instance, during 2009 TEM and EELS analysis
have allowed to disclose a new mechanism of
self-assembled
nanodot
generation
through
surface outcropping of phase segregated oxides.
Notwithstanding, the ﬁnal goal of SUMAN is to
reach outstanding materials functionalities, with a
special interest on superconducting properties such
as high critical currents and vortex pinning. Within
this domain SUMAN has innovated in new paths to
superconducting nanocomposites and is beneﬁting
now from novel nanofabrication tools to fabricate
model systems to explore physical properties at the
nanoscale. The use of a Focus Ion Beam system has
made possible to investigate for the ﬁrst time at the
nanoscale conﬁned supercurrents perpendicular to
the CuO2 planes in YBa2Cu3O7.
On the other hand, several national (Nanosupenergy,
Nanoselect), European (Hiperchem, NESPA),
Catalan (XaRMAE, Valtec-ACC10, Consolidated
Research Group) and industrial projects (Zenergy,
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FIGURE 3 X-ray diffraction pattern recorded with a 2D detector and a pole figure of a coated conductor consisting of a polycrystalline stainless steel
substrate, a textured buffer layer grown by IBAD (YSZ), a buffer layer grown by CSD (Ce1-xZrxO2) which has been fully converted to BaCeO3 and the
YBa2Cu3O7 film also grown by CSD. The epitaxial quality and the orientation of the YBCO layer is confirmed with the pole figure.

Pirelli) are devoted to developing chemical solution
based processes suitable for scalable production
of coated conductors (CC), the most promising
materials for superconducting power applications,
or other functional materials. SUMAN has reached
an outstanding international proﬁle in this ﬁeld and
for that reason it had the responsibility of organizing
the “International Workshop Coated Conductors for
Applications” (CCA2009) in Barcelona. The workshop
had 130 attendants from 13 different countries all
around the world.
The success of SUMAN in the ﬁeld of CC’s has
promoted technology transfer activities which
will be driven in the near future through a spin-off
company to be created very soon. Demonstration
of superconducting power applications has been
continued during 2009, both in the ﬁeld of the
superconducting cables (Endesa Supercable project)
and in that of Fault Current Limiters (just approved
EU project ECCOFLOW).
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FIGURE 4 Plan view TEM image of self-assembled Ce1-xGdxO2
nanowires forming a labyrinthine network. Insets: AFM image of
the nanowires where the lattice steps of the substrate are observed
and TEM detail of the orthogonal nanowires showing Moiré
fringes

Crystallography
HEAD: Prof. Elies Molins • elies@icmab.es

FIGURE 1 Crystal structure of Fe+3-rich aerinite obtained from synchrotron powder diffraction and Mössbauer data. Ta and Tb are tetrahedrally
coordinated sites of pyroxene chains (a and b refer to different columns); M1a and M1b are metal sites at the centres of face-sharing octahedra (mainly
occupied by Fe, Mg and Al); M2 andM3 are metal sites of inner and outer octahedra of the brucite-like layer (predominantly occupied by Al and Ca),
and A is the site occupied by the central atom of the anion-group (e.g., CO2-3) placed in a “channel” along a ternary axis. The composition of M1a is
68% Fe3+ and 32% mixed-valence Fe2.5+, and that of M1b is 60% Fe3+, 25% Mg2+ and 15% Al3+. The presence of mixed-valence iron provides an
explanation for the observed blue colour of aerinite.

The activity of the department turns around two main
axes. One of them focuses on developing new fundamental and methodological aspects on crystallography topics and also, on solving concrete crystallographic problems (Fig. 1). The other is related with the
preparation, characterization, properties and applications of materials designed at the nanometer scale
(Fig. 2). In each axis, we can distinguish several lines:
1.1.- Methodology for solving crystal structures:
The objectives for the next years will be centered on
advanced crystallographic methodologies mostly

related with the installation of the high-resolution
powder-diffraction line in the ALBA synchrotron.
Besides the general application of direct methods to
solve crystal structures, much effort will be devoted
to speciﬁc methods for solving molecular structures
from powder diffraction data, mainly in collaboration
with ALBA and UAB.
1.2.- Electron density studies: We will continue exploring structure-property relationships through the
analysis of the electron density distribution and their
implications in the material properties. In particular,
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we will investigate how a polarizing ﬁeld tunes the
strength of hydrogen bonds and also the effect of
charged species on the formation of hydrogen bonds
and other intermolecular interactions. Both aspects
are relevant to understand transport properties in
ionic liquids and in biochemical processes.
1.3.- Resolution of crystal structures: The expertise
and the powerful methods developed by the group
will be applied to solve and analyze different kinds of
crystal structures. These methods will be applied to
samples in single crystal or powder form, as well as
in surface crystallography.
2.1.- Porous materials for catalysis: Excellent results are being obtained in the ongoing research
about the catalytic properties of nanocomposited
porous materials (aerogels and cryogels) in organic
synthesis reactions (in liquid phase), and in environmentally interesting reactions (in gas phase). New
systems will be essayed (bimetallic nanoparticles,
conducting substrates, microreactors) and other
properties investigated based on similar materials.
2.2.- Nanoparticulated magnetic materials: The
success on the ﬁrst preparation of pure ε-Fe2O 3 was
followed by its structural and magnetic characterization. Now, the preparation of ﬁlms and core-shell
particles and the application of its magnetoelectric

behavior to more complex systems will be investigated. Other iron-containing nanoparticulated materials
will also be explored.
2.3.- Crystal engineering applied to drugs: Our experience in the design, preparation and characterization of cocrystals and salts of drugs allows us to face
relevant problems in the formulation of pharmaceuticals (i.e., improving solubility). These and also new
soft porous materials will be investigated.
2.4.- Materials for biomedical applications: Iron
oxide based contrast agents for magnetic resonance
imaging were prepared in the PhD of Elena Taboada.
The core-shell particles are being evaluated in-vitro
and in-vivo. Optimization of the preparation method
will be undertaken based on sol-gel chemistry and
supercritical ﬂuid technologies. The goal is to get
multifunctional contrast agents carrying on controlled release therapeutic drugs.
As it can be seen in the corresponding section, the
department has been very active producing not only
publications and communications but also participating in other scientiﬁcally signiﬁcant related aspects
as popular science articles, book editions, invited
talks, patents, engineering projects, internships,
expositions, and teaching in masters and schools,
among others.

FIGURE 2 a) Nanospheres of SiO2 with a magnetic nucleus made of ε-Fe2O3 and b) zoom at a single particle. Inset shows the indexing of the crystalline
planes to the [411] zone axis of the ε-Fe2O3
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Magnetic Materials
Functional Oxides
HEAD: Prof. José Luis García-Muñoz • garcia.munoz@icmab.es
The scientiﬁc activity of the department of Magnetic
Materials and Functional Oxides is focussed on the
development of new materials and devices for spin
electronics, bulk and nanostructured magnetic materials. Oxides, particularly transition-metal oxides,
display a unique competition of many different ground
states allowing materials with different functional
properties. Challenging opportunities are at hand
associated to a variety of giant responses existing in
these materials: magnetoelectric (ME), magnetoresistive (MR), magnetooptic (MO), thermoelectric (TE),
etc.. The department comprises two “Consolidated
Groups“ (GRC-Generalitat de Catalunya): “Materials
magnètics i òxids funcionals (MAGIFOX)” and “Caracterització Avançada i Nanoestructuració de Materials
(CANEM)”. The number of permanent scientists has
not varied during 2009. The department is integrated
by 4 Research Professors, 1 Scientiﬁc Researcher
and 4 Tenured Scientists. Four new Pre-docs and two
Post-docs were incorporated in 2009. The department also hosted nine short-term students (internships) in year 2009.
Magnetic nanostructures
During last year the work was mainly devoted to the
fabrication of magnetic nanoparticles, self-assembled magnetic nanostructures and thin ﬁlms and
heterostructures with potential applications in biomedical, magnetic and magnetoelectronic devices.
We have focus on solving the problems related to the
lateral deﬁnition of oxide based magnetoelectronic
devices by using the usual top-down approach by investigating alternative bottom-up strategies based
on self-assembly and self-organization processes.
Moreover, we have studied the role of surface and interfacial effects in manganites at a microscopic level

by using local probes, such as HRTEM, AFM, XAS,
XRMCD, to disclose the origin of the drastic reduction of performances when compared with that of the
bulk counterpart.
Novel properties of degenerated/correlated magnetic materials
New technologies increasingly push the search of
novel oxides with more efﬁcient and very speciﬁc
bulk properties. Our research in 2009 was addressed
to (i) investigate correlated Co oxides with electronic,
metal-insulator and spin-state transitions, (ii) the
study of spin-lattice coupling effects in single crystals (and epitaxial thin ﬁlms) of “single-phase” magnetoelectric and multiferroic oxides; (iii) Inhomogeneous states, discommensurations or non-collinear
magnetic orders in frustrated or quasi-degenerated
magnetic materials. For that, incontrovertible microscope probes are neutron diffraction and synchrotron techniques. Our activities include ceramic
materials preparation and advanced structural and
magnetic characterization using chemical and magnetic crystallography methods (neutron, synchrotron
and theoretical approaches). During 2009 we collaborated with management and development activities
of some neutron (ILL, LLB, SINQ) and synchrotron
centers (SLS).
Oxides for energy
Activities were centred on the development of ceramic electrodes based on cobaltites for their utilization
in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells, and the optimization of fuel
cells of intermediate temperature based on nanoestructured cerium electrolites. The catalytic oxidation of hydrocarbons is also another line of research.
Some metal based perovskites are promising cath-
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ode materials to be used for hydrogen production
from methane or hydrocarbons oxidation processes.
Oxide Electronics
The long term target of our activity is aimed to the development of oxide-based materials and devices for
spintronic, electronic and telecommunication applications. We are particularly interested on research of
fully spin polarized sources and electrically controlled magnetic systems. These goals require growth
of suitable nanometric epitaxial layers of oxidic ferromagnetic and/or development of new multiferroic materials, with control of the growth process at
atomic scale. Progress relies on understanding and

control growth mechanism on suitable nanostructured templates. The physics of interfaces existing
in heteroepitaxies and the exploration of emerging
(not found in bulk materials) properties associated to
them is a collateral activity that drives much of our
present research. Two additional research lines are
growing: epitaxial growth of magnetic and ferroelectric oxides on semiconducting substrates and exploitation of the close-link between the magnetic and
optical properties of materials. Beside these main
stream activities, our group is actively participating
to the development of superconducting bolometers
for space applications.
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Materials Simulation
Theory
HEAD: Dr. Alberto García • albertog@icmab.es
The department integrates the more theoretical
research endeavors taking place at ICMAB, mostly
based on computational methods, and our objectives
cover methodological developments and applications
in Materials Science.
Several members of the department are actively
involved in the development of the SIESTA program,
which performs electronic-structure calculations
within the framework of density functional
theory, and is currently being used by more than
a thousand groups world wide. The development
and optimization efforts have been boosted by our
participation in a CONSOLIDER project coordinated
by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center, on the
topic of “Supercomputing and e-Science”, focused
on improving the efﬁciency of currently existing
computational tools and to direct the design of both
software and hardware to address computational
challenges.
Some other members of the department are the
creators of the soft-SAFT code, a molecular-based
equation of state that allows the prediction of
thermodynamic properties of complex ﬂuids and
mixtures, widely used now in academia and industry.
Our aim is to continue the implementation of state of
the art general simulations methods, with particular
attention to tools for the computation and analysis
of electronic structure, and the simulation of hybrid
models, such as effective Hamiltonians parametrized
from ﬁrst principles, that can bridge length and time
scales. We are also leveraging advances in computing
architecture, such as massive parallelism and GRID
technologies (through our department, ICMAB is
now a node of the GRID-CSIC distributed-computing
network, integrated in the national and european
GRIDs). These recent developments will have a
favorable impact on our research on computational

design of materials, with heavy computational
demands.
Our wide portfolio of simulation tools allows us to
cover applications in relevant areas of Materials
Science. In the domain of nanoscience we have
established a number of fruitful collaborations with
research teams hosted at the Centre for Research
in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (CIN2), located
nearby in the UAB campus, as well as with some
other national and international teams. Our expertise
in electronic-structure calculations and analysis
enables an intense effort in fundamental issues of
bonding and ordering effects, and applications of
“computational crystallography” with relevance in
earth sciences and solid-state chemistry.
In the past year we have consolidated a strong
research effort in nanostructured functional oxides,
including interface and surface effects, particularly
in the domain of (multi)ferroic materials. A number
of members of the department participate in the
NanoSelect CONSOLIDER project, and part of this
work is being conducted in close collaboration with
experimental efforts elsewhere at ICMAB.
In the area of simulation of properties of soft matter
at the nanoscale we have boosted our technology
transfer activities with the granting of a knowledge
transfer project (TRACE) with a company (SEPMAG
tecnologies) based in the Valles Technology
Park. The project is focused on the modelisation
of superparamagnetic colloids employed in
biotechnological applications. In the more
fundamental side, we have described theoretically a
new physico-chemical mechanism determining the
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electrokinetic behavior of polymeric latexes which
has been conﬁrmed experimentally.
Some members of the department are continuing
work on developing materials for CO2 capture, CO2
transformation through photo-reduction and CO 2
utilization, within the framework of the CENIT SOSTCO2 project, and in collaboration with MATGAS and
Air Products. This includes the design, modeling and
characterization of these materials, with emphasis
on adsorption and catalysis, in collaboration with
other ICMAB researchers, as well as outside centers
and companies.

FIGURE 1 Energy of the high-spin (HS), low-spin (LS) and null-spin (NS)
phases of BFO as a function of volume. Pressure-induced transitions
can thus be identified. (O. E. González-Vázquez and Jorge Íñiguez,
“Pressure-induced structural, electronic, and magnetic effects in
BiFeO3”, PHYSICAL REVIEW B 79, 064102 (2009))

Dr. Eduardo Hernández moved to the ICMM at the
end of the year. Our department loses his signiﬁcant
experience in tight-binding methods and in advanced
molecular dynamics simulation techniques, including
the determination of phase diagrams. On the other
hand, the recent incorporation of two Ramón y Cajal
fellows (Oswaldo Diéguez and Massimiliano Stengel)
will allow us to keep our research effort at a high
level.
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Molecular
Supramolecular Materials
HEAD: Prof. Francesc Teixidor • teixidor@icmab.es
The department of “Molecular and Supramolecular
Materials” is currently made of the group of “Molecular
Materials and Catalysis” and the “Laboratory of
Homogeneous Catalysis”. The two groups study
different types of molecular compounds related to
organometallic and coordination chemistry, with
emphasis in one case in boron based molecules,
boron chemistry, and in the second in organic
oriented species, carbon chemistry. New protocols
of synthesis to produce the desired functionalities
are studied and developed. Consequently this
department produce new chemical compounds and
study new methods of generating covalent bonds
for the development of new molecules for their
application in new materials.
The boron oriented group is the only one fully
dedicated to this subject in Spain, and one of the
leading groups in the matter in Europe. The reason
that makes boron so attractive is its capacity to
produce catenation with like atoms, in a way only
comparable to carbon, its semimetal behaviour
with a metal comparable electronegativity, and its
high ionization potential. Therefore in a H-B bond,
the hydrogen is a hydride as it is in a H-M. Besides,
in a C-H the H is slightly acidic. On the other hand
the combination of B-Hs and C-Hs or other Y-Hs (H

acidic) moieties produces a vast realm for unexplored
supramolecular assemblies that may open new
developments in functional materials. The aim of
the organic species oriented group is focused to the
principles of “green chemistry” working in chemical
processes with a reduction of organic solvents (use
of expanded solvents) and also with the use of “atom
economy” approach in catalytic processes.
1) MATERIALS FOR ENERGY AND CATALYSIS
Boron hydride clusters are made of B-H units
arranged in a polyhedral shape. Most of their
derivatives:
carboranes,
metallacarboranes,
heteroboranes maintain these B-H units. As the
hydrogen at the B-H unit is slightly negative it is
prone to uncommon weak hydrogen interactions.
Boron clusters have a tendency to delocalize
electrons in their structures generating radicals, are
strong withdrawing groups through the in cluster
carbon, are capable to generate B-X (X main group
electronegative element) , and are strongly efﬁcient
in ﬁlling the space. All these properties, and their
capacity to produce outer and inner metal complexes
allow for the preparation of highly versatile molecular
compounds for energy harvesting, water splitting,
hydrogen storage, hydrogen production, CO2 storage,

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2
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CO2 reduction, green solvents, among others.
Concerning green solvents, room temperature ionic
liquids have been prepared utilizing boranes, as their
anions. In this regard the combination of different
boron cluster anions ([Co(C2B9H11)2]-, [C2B9H12]-,
[B10 Cl10]2-, [B12Cl12]2-) and some of the cations
typically found in the composition of ionic liquids
has been possible by straightforward metathetic
reactions, producing new low melting point salts.
The salts [Cnmim][Co(C2B9H11)2] (n = 4-14) are liquids
at room temperature, presenting strikingly low glass
transition temperatures (≥ -34 ºC). The presence of the
perhalogenated dianion [B12Cl12]2-in the composition
of the imidazolium salts renders highly thermally
stable compounds. For example, [C2mim]2[B12Cl12]
starts to decompose above 480 ºC in a dynamic TGA
analysis under a dinitrogen atmosphere.
The multiple C-C bond formation is among the
most important reactions in organic synthesis.
Our group has developped a new highly efﬁcient
catalytic carbonylative cycloaddition1 to synthesize
the cyclopentane skeleton, starting from products as
simple as allyl halides, alkynes, strained alkenes and
carbon monoxide, under mild reaction conditions.
Selective mono or double carbonylations could be
achieved by using CO2-expanded liquids in [2+2+1]
reaction of alkenes or acetylenes with allyl bromides
catalyzed by Ni(I). The outstanding chemoselectivity
is reached in this Ni-catalyzed cyclocarbonylation
reaction, with both alkynes and strained alkenes, by
operational parameters tuning, using CO2-expanded
acetone as the reaction media.
by varying the CO2 composition.
2) BORON-RICH MOLECULES FOR BIOMEDICINE
APPLICATIONS.
We have developed ion selective electrodes (ISE’s)
for the detection of several biomolecules such
as antibiotics (isoniazid and pyrazinamide) and
enantiomerically pure aminoacids (tryptophan,
histidine and arginine). Miniaturization of these ISE’s
is under study.
The
design
of
water-soluble
boron-rich
macromolecules is of signiﬁcance for boron neutron
capture therapy (BNCT) and for drug delivery. To
achieve this goal, polyanionic species as novel
high-boron content molecules with enhanced
water solubility have been synthesised by organic
platform’s functionalization. The encapsulation of
these polyanions into liposomes as well as their
biodistribution and the possibility for liposomal boron
delivery system in vivo are under evaluation.
We have been able to prepare new macromolecules
functionalised with anionic Boron clusters at the
periphery to provide new compounds with high Boron

FIGURE 3

content that increases their solubility in water. In this
context, high boron-content polyanionic carbosilane
and carbosiloxane dendrimers that contain one,
four and eight peripheral cobaltabis(dicarbollide)
derivatives have been synthesized (Fig. 1). The UV-Vis
absorptions has been a good tool for estimating the
experimental number of cluster moieties attached
to the periphery and have also allowed the study of
solubility and behaviour of these metallodendrimers
in water/DMSO solutions. Due to the anionic character
of these compounds and the boron-rich content, we
actually focus our research on their biocompatibility
studies and potential applications.
3) FUNCTIONAL MOLECULAR AND INORGANIC
MATERIALS
The crystal structures of numerous iodinated
o-carboranes have been studied, revealing the
diversity of intermolecular interactions that these
compounds can adopt in the solid state (Fig. 2).
The nature mostly hydrogen and/or halogen bonds
, and relative strength of such interactions can be
adjusted by selectively introducing substituents
onto the cluster, thus enabling the rational design
of crystal lattices. Depending on the number, nature
and position of the substituents in the cluster, diverse
intermolecular interactions have been observed,
which account for the versatility of iodinated orthocarboranes as building blocks in crystal lattices.
We have synthesized an emerging class of
organic-inorganic hybrid molecular materials:
nitrogen ligands that incorporate carboranes
(Fig. 3). The strategy involved the preparation of
o-carboranylmethanols followed by chlorination and
nucleophilic amination. The expected amines were
obtained in good overall yields, including enantiopure
carborane-amine combinations.
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Molecular Nanoscience
Organic Materials
HEAD: Prof. Jaume Veciana • vecianaj@icmab.es
The research activities developed at Department of
Molecular Nanoscience and Organic Materials (DNMMO) were addressed to prepare and study nanostructured functional molecular materials in order to
gain and widen the knowledge in this ﬁeld. This research was especially relevant in areas like Nanomaterials, Molecular Electronics, Supramolecular
Chemistry and Biomaterials. During this year some
activities in Nanomedicine were also started. This
interdisciplinary research has beneﬁted from the
complementary expertise of the members of the Department, as well as those of the national and foreign
collaborating groups. The long history of collaboration between the component groups of the Department allowed us the training of the young researchers and permitting to optimize human and material
resources.
The developed research activities constituted an
important part of the 2005-2010 Strategic Research

Plan of the ICMAB and were ﬁrmly set to the “NMP”
priority area of the VI and VII Framework Programs
of the European Union. The latter fact allowed to participate actively in various European projects, like: 1
Integrated Project (ONE-P), 1 Network of Excellence
(MAGMANet), 2 STREP projects (SURMOF and RESOLVE), 2 Marie Curie RTN Networks (QUEMOLNA
and CHEXTAN) and 1 Marie Curie EST site (FUMMASEC). The interdisciplinary nature of the research
allowed us to continue the activities inside the “Networking Research Centre on Bioengineering, Biomaterials and Nanomedicine (CIBER-BBN)” consortium
that gathers the most active Spanish players working
in this area. Possible beneﬁciaries of the work carried out during 2009 were the Chemical, Electronic,
Pharmaceutical, and Biotechnology industries, given
that some of the obtained results with nanoemulsions, nanoparticles and nanostructured molecular
materials had practical uses in such a ﬁelds. Proofs

FIGURE 1 STM images of a PTM radical derivative on the surface of a highly oriented pyrolithic graphite showing two-leg molecular ladders formed by

a hierarchical self-assembly of an organic radical molecule.
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of this potential are the contracts developed with
some companies and the activities developed inside
the Catalan technological network TECNIO of ACC10.
The research activities developed in the DNMMO
were centred basically in the synthesis, self-assembly and self-organization of molecules as well as the
development of methods that allow nanostructuring
of functional molecular materials for the preparation
of novel devices. These materials were structured in
the form of nanoparticles, nanosuspensions, ﬁbers
and/or gels, and also as polymeric ﬁlms on surfaces
and nanostructured surfaces. Hybrid materials that
incorporate functional molecules anchored to metallic surfaces were also investigated. The four following research areas were developed:
Molecular Electronics and Magnetism. Moleculebased materials for using in “plastic electronics”
or as nanoscopic electronic components were prepared and studied. Conducting molecule-based materials were used for the preparation of transparent
and ﬂexible ﬁlms that have patterned conducting
surfaces to generate all-organic electronic components –resistor, transistor, etc. Conducting organogels were also made to this end. Supramolecular assemblies that show electronic transport in one- and
two-dimensions were also organised on surfaces.
Moreover novel nanoporous multifunctional molecular magnetic materials were designed, synthesised,
and studied. Special efforts to prepare new multifunctional single molecule magnets showing unique
supramolecular and optical properties were performed.

Preparation of molecular functional nanostructures. New compressed ﬂuid based processes were
developed. Such processes enable to perform chemical reactions and to prepare functional molecular
materials as nanoparticles or nanosuspensions.
Also, methods that use self-assembling and soft
lithographic techniques on various surfaces were
employed with electro-active molecules with the aim
of developing devices with applications as memories
and/or sensors of metal ions. Patterned and nanostructured ﬁlms that have isolated functional molecules -or small groups of them- were prepared and
their switchable bi- or multi-stability studied.
Chiral supramolecular organizations. The synthesis of chiral and multifunctional molecules -porphyrins and other aromatic systems with stereogenic
centres near and far from the rigid centre- and the
study of their supramolecular assemblies was another of the principle objectives. These studies were
addressed to the understanding of the transmission
of chirality from molecular units at the nanometre
scale in one and two dimensions and possible synergies that may exist between their chiral structure and
physical properties.
Nanostructured surfaces for cell growth. Biofunctional inclusion bodies (IBs), obtained as proteinaceous nanoparticles by biotechnological engineering methods, were patterned on different surfaces.
The physico-chemical properties of the resulting
functionalized surfaces as well as the capabilities
to enhance mammalian cell proliferation have been
studied demonstrating that the use of IBs opens
many interesting possibilities for tissue engineering
applications.

FIGURE 2 Current sensing AFM measurements of an organic conducting fiber-like materials: a) current map obtained at 50mV and b) I–V responses
measured at the marked locations.
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Nanostructured materials
HEAD: Dr. Maria Isabel Alonso • isabel@icmab.es

FIGURE 1 Exploiting the capability of preparing nanostructured bifunctional terminated SrTiO3 substrates (SrO and TiO2), the surface properties have

been locally tuned by employing a double bottom-up strategy which combines the use of chemically nanopatterned substrates with molecular selfassembly. The dynamics of surface diffusion that allows SrO and TiO2 chemical-termination nano-patterning of the SrTiO3 is first addressed. Second,
termination-dependent heterogeneous nucleation is used to demonstrate that stearic acid selectively grows on the TiO2 terminated terraces. This
adsorption improves the frictional properties and modifies the surface contact potential. The possibility of simultaneously tailoring at the nanoscale
different surface properties of widely employed oxide substrates is promising for building up new devices useful for emerging applications.

In the year 2009 the Department of Nanostructured
Materials started its consolidation by incorporating
two new Tenured Scientists to the staff by the end
of the year. In addition, one colleague was promoted
from a postdoctoral JAE-CSIC position to a “Ramón y
Cajal” contract. As a result, in 2009, the department
had 6 staff scientists, 1 long-term postdoctoral scientist, 1 visiting postdoctoral fellow, and 6 graduated
PhD students. One of them ﬁnished his thesis during the year. The department’s research activities are
mainly experimental and are centred in fundamental
problems related to nanostructured surfaces and
materials, especially those with electronic applications.

Taking into account the different activities and expertise of the department members we can deﬁne
the general objective as the preparation and characterization of new material systems which are interesting for electronics, in particular seeking for new
properties that derive from nanoscale dimensions,
for example, due to quantum conﬁnement or to a
particular spatial arrangement at the nanoscale.In
our research activities, both the preparation of new
materials and the characterization of their properties are equally important since the synergy between
both tasks allows to establish relationships between
the structure and the properties of nanostructured
materials. Such understanding is needed to efﬁcient-
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ly develop new generations of materials and device
applications. Among the applications we emphasize
energy management using photovoltaic and thermoelectric nanomaterials. Regarding the kind of studied
materials, we are active in two main ﬁelds:
a) Heterostructures based on Si-Ge, due to their
ease of integration in devices with the Si technology, dominant in nowadays microelectronic industry. This research line is aimed to increase the
possibilities of the most conventional technology.
The use of epitaxial structures including Ge appears in the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors as key for such development. In
the reported period we have obtained relevant results in novel Molecular-Beam epitaxially grown
nanostructures, demonstrating their potential for
thermoelectric applications.
b) Materials based in organic molecules and compounds, including polymers and polymer blends,
due to their huge ﬂexibility, tunability of properties and possibility of production within low-cost
industrial processes. This line represents more
emergent technologies. As important activity the
study of self-assembling of these materials is
fundamental. As a natural evolution, combining
subjects a) and b) we are also considering inorganic-organic hybrid structures.

In the quest for new properties and nanoscale phenomena, the main characterization techniques are
scanning force microscopies (SFM, see Fig. 1) using
either contact or non-contact operation modes like
topography, friction, electrostatics, conductivity, as
well as different kinds of optical techniques with spatial and/or spectral resolution, like reﬂectivity, transmission, ellipsometry, (micro-)Raman, and photoluminescence, and particularly a near-ﬁeld scanning
optical microscopy (NSOM) arrangement (see Fig. 2)
which exploits the advantages both of scanning probe
microscopies and of spectroscopic techniques. Some
of the spectroscopic techniques can be performed at
variable temperatures and with application of high
hydrostatic stresses. We are further developing all
these techniques using the possibility of obtaining
both topographic and physical (i. e., electrical or optical) information from the sample. This kind of studies
can also be made in a dynamic way, in real time, to
study the evolution of, f. ex. domains in self-assembled organic ﬁlms or polymeric ﬁlms formed from a
solution. Such combinations are very powerful tools
to study nanostructured surfaces and materials extending beyond the more conventional morphology
studies.

FIGURE 2 Direct imaging of the electromagnetic fields

generated by plasmon excitation at gold nanoscale voids
is achieved with high spatial resolution using scanning
near-field optical microscopy (SNOM). The spatial
intensity distribution of the electromagnetic field in these
spherical Au void structures strongly depends on the light
excitation wavelength and on the diameter and degree
of truncation of the voids. In this example, the voids are
450 nm wide and are truncated at a fraction 0.35 of their
height.
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Solid State Chemistry
HEAD: Prof. Nieves Casañ • nieves@icmab.es
Within a framework focused on the development of
materials, the team at the Solid State Chemistry Department has main lines of work that focus on energy
and environmental solutions, catalysis,biomedical applications (drug-delivery, diagnostics, therapy and bioelectroactive materials), structure-properties relationships, tunning of physical properties and processing.
Signiﬁcant development in 2009 and strategic focusing is described below.
The synthesis of new materials and microstructuring
to the ﬁnal desired form continue being a strong focus in the department and basically centers on electrochemical, supercritical, precursor, high pressure
and soft chemistry methods that allow the preparation of new phases with novel properties as well as
new forms for the material, either in nanometric aspects, layer forms or controlled porosity.
The period has concentrated also a signiﬁcant effort
in the development of a new line of research in biomaterials, the development of electroactive materials for neural cell growth and nervous system repair
under the inﬂuence of electric ﬁelds, and unifying the
bio application within the strategic plan, with other
Bio researchers in the ICMAB.

nometric materials for biomedical applications and
environmental aspects related to CO2 capture, coordinated by Dr. Concepción Domingo. The main goal
has been the development of an innovative supercritical carbon dioxide technology that leads to procedures that enable the creation of complex surface
structures. The target materials were biomaterials,
drug delivery systems and calcium carbonate related phases. The most innovative aspect of this period
was related with the development of solid absorbents
useful in CO2 capture: nanometric phases of calcium
carbonate and alkyl/amino modiﬁed porous substrates. This research was developed in the framework of the project “Nuevas utilizaciones industriales sostenibles del CO2, SOST-CO2” CDTI Ingenio
2010 CEN-20081027.
Synthesis and properties of functional oxynitrides.
Research on nitride based materials with several
applications including superconductivity, photocatalysis, colossal magnetoresistance and solid state
lighting is lead by Prof. Amparo Fuertes. Oxynitrides
are an important class of emerging materials that
may combine the advantages of metal oxides and nitrides. They generally have larger air stability than
pure nitrides, but show smaller bandgaps than ox-

A new line has been implemented during 2009 by the
incorporation of Dr. Gerard Tobias, is the development of new carbon nanotubes hybridized with inorganic and organic materials as described below.
Main lines can be described as follows:
Supercritical processing. In the ﬁeld of supercritical
ﬂuid processing, the main activity of the Department
was performed in the development of functional na-

FIGURE 1 Polypyrrole-X, PEDOT-X and Oxide electroactive substrates
for neural stimulation and growth.
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ides then leading to useful electronic and optical
properties. Oxynitride perovskites may show notable
physical and chemical properties. In this period new
ferromagnetic perovskites of Eu2+ and early transition metals (Nb, Ta, W) showing colossal magnetoresistance and non-ohmic conductivity have been
prepared. Using high pressure reactions (2-3 GPa)
we have also prepared new rare-earth zirconium
perovskites RZrO2N (R = Pr, Nd, and Sm) that are of
interest as potential dielectrics and multiferroic materials as they combine a magnetic rare earth with a
d0 cation. Rare earth doped oxynitridosilicates have
been investigated as luminescent materials for light
emitting diodes (LED’s).
Energy: Batteries. Research dealing with battery
materials is lead by Dr. M. Rosa Palacín in the framework of the ALISTORE-ERI (www.alistore.eu) and diverse projects with public and private funding. Current activities are focusing in the study of electrode
materials entailing both already known phases and
innovative compounds, such as nitrides in the system
Li-Mn-O-N. These exhibit anti-ﬂuorite structure and
can attain high electrochemical capacity values with
low fading, comparing very favourably with state of
the art Li4Ti5O12 operating under similar conditions.
Speciﬁc emphasis is placed in tailoring structure
and microstructure to maximise electrochemical
performance. In addition to research, outreach and
consulting activities have also been carried out with
participation in diverse projects such as the LIVE
(Logistica per la Implementació del Vehicle Elèctric,
2009) at Ajuntament de Barcelona.
Electroactive surfaces based on oxides and conducting polymers for neural cell growth and electrostimulation. The ﬁrst results concerning the application of electroactive materials in stimulation and
cell growth in biological systems, have appeared recently. Dr. N. Casañ-Pastor pursues the recently initiated line on the application with a large-term goal
of favoring neural system repair by using biocompatible active materials as electrodes and induce local
electric ﬁelds that may direct and support neural cell
growth. Among the materials tested the best results
are being found in conducting polymer hybrids containing aminoacids and in iridium oxide pure or hybrid
phases of various crystallinities. Electrochemical
methods are the sustaining methods both for preparation and tunning of surface potential of the layered
materials and for ﬁnal electric ﬁeld application with

FIGURE 2 High resolution transmission electron microscopy of a carbon

nanotube filled with an inorganic salt.

controlled geometries and potentials in layers and in
3D form. (Grants: CICYT, CSIC, STREP EC, GICSERV,
ESRF). New collaborations arising with IIBB-CSIC
and Nanomagnetics (Oxford)
Carbon nanotubes. This is a new research line that
has started in 2009 and is lead by Dr. Gerard Tobias.
One of the deﬁning structural features of carbon nanotubes is the presence of a long inner hollow cavity
which can be ﬁlled with both inorganic and organic
materials. Structural characterization at the atomic
level by high resolution electron microscopy has
shown that the structure that materials adopt once
conﬁned inside carbon nanotubes can be markedly
different from the structure of the same material in
bulk form. Therefore, the encapsulated compounds
might present different physical and chemical properties compared to those of the bulk. Among the
objectives of the research line is the preparation of
novel functional nanocomposites based on ﬁlled carbon nanotubes for application in areas such as energy, catalysis, and biomedicine. In the latest, carbon
nanotubes will be simultaneously ﬁlled with a chosen
payload (drug, imaging agent, radioisotope, etc.) and
the external walls will be functionalised to render
them biocompatible and for targeting purposes. Such
nanomaterials present potential for drug delivery,
therapy and diagnostics.
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Scientiﬁc Services
HEAD: Dr. Ángel Pérez del Pino • aperez@icmab.es

The research activity in the ICMAB and the services
the Institute provides need state of the art scientiﬁc
equipment and well trained and motivated support
staff in order to reach its goals. The most efﬁcient
way for many of the tools to operate is to provide
service to a wide community of scientists, both
within the Institute and beyond. Therefore, priority is
given to scientiﬁc equipment and technical staff who
provide high quality and general scientiﬁc services
to the researchers in the Institute, and which have
the potential to provide services to other public
research centres as well as private foundations and
companies.
The technicians are especially important in providing
continuity to the knowledge generated in the handling
of the equipment for different types of materials.
This transversal nature means that the personnel
in the services should be independent from the
Departments and Research groups in the Institute.
They also participate valuably to the training of
doctoral and postdoctoral students in the use of the
scientiﬁc equipment, and in the Outreach activities
that take place in the Institute.

from the research groups, all services are required
to reserve part of the operational time available to
external services.
The scientiﬁc services are overseen by the Direction
of the Institute in collaboration with the Scientiﬁc
Services Manager, presently Dr. Angel Pérez del
Pino.
Each individual service is supervised by a User
Committee, headed by a Scientiﬁc Supervisor (expert
in the technical area) and composed of the main users
of the scientiﬁc service, as well as the technician(s)
assigned to it. The user committee, with the approval
of the Direction, is responsible for identifying and
applying any changes in the service to ensure its
efﬁcient utility.
Two new services were convened in 2009,
whose details follow. They are Preparation and
Characterisation of Soft Materials and the Thin Films
Laboratory, which bring further strings to the ICMAB
services bow.

The services were established in 2004, making
most of the equipment purchased by groups prior
to that period, with seven services available at that
time. There are now ten scientiﬁc services, and the
new equipment within them is purchased thanks to
the economic contributions of the various research
groups in the Institute. These ﬁnancial commitments
either fund partially or entirely the purchase of
the equipment. Although equipment time is often
distributed according to the economical contribution
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Electron Microscopy Service

Scanning Probe Microscopy Laboratory

Scientiﬁc Supervisor: Prof. Jordi Arbiol - jarbiol@icmab.es

Scientiﬁc Supervisor: Dr. Ángel Pérez del Pino - aperez@icmab.es

Technicians:

Technicians:

Dr. Judit Oro - oro@icmab.es
Ms. Ana Esther Carrillo - anaesther@icmab.es
Service

Equipment
QUANTA 200FEG-ESEM

Ms. Maite Simón - msimon@icmab.es
Ms. Noemí Alonso - nalonso@icmab.es
Service

Equipment

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Agilent 5100

* SPM characterization: AFM, STM, LFM,
CS-AFM, MFM, PFM

Agilent 5500LS

* SPM characterization (AFM, LFM,
KPM, MFM, CS-AFM, PFM) and SPM
lithography. Large stage

Cervantes - Nanotec

* SPM characterization (AFM, LFM, KPM,
C-AFM) and SPM lithography

Nanopics 2100 - Seiko

* Topographic characterization up to
800x800 μm2 large areas

Electron Lithography
Electron Microanalysis
120KV JEOL 1210 TEM

Transmission Electron Microscopy
Electron Diffraction

Precision Ion Polishing
System (GATAN PIPS)

TEM sample Ion Polishing

Low Temperatures Magnetometry Laboratory (BTiM)

Spectroscopy Service

Scientiﬁc Supervisor: Prof. Benjamín Martínez - benjamin@icmab.es

Scientiﬁc Supervisor: Dr. Rosario Núñez - rosario@icmab.es

Technicians:

Technicians:

Mr. Bernat Bozzo - bbozzo@icmab.es

Equipment

* Resistivity and magnetoresistance,
IV characteristics, Hall measurements
and Critical Current determination

PPMS system ACMS option * Magnetic AC susceptibility

PPMS system VSM option

Service

Equipment

MPMX XL-7T system with * Magnetic characterization
ultra low ﬁeld option

PPMS system with AC
and resistivity Transport
options

Dr. Vega Lloveras - vega@icmab.es
Ms. Anna Fernández - annaf@icmab.es

Service
FT-IR

* IR spectroscopic characterisation of li quids and
solids

UV-Vis-NIR

* UV-Vis-NIR (excitation) spectroscopic
characterisation of liquids and solids

Luminescence
spectrometer

* UV-Vis (excitation and emission) spectroscopic
characterisation of liquids and solids

EPR

* Spectroscopic characterisation of
paramagnetic species

NMR

* High and low temperature characterisation
insolution of the following nuclei

* Magnetic characterization

Thermal Analysis Service

Molecular Beam Epitaxy Loboratory (MBE)

Scientiﬁc Supervisor: Prof. Amparo Fuertes - amparo@icmab.es

Scientiﬁc Supervisor: Dr. M. Isabel Alonso - isabel.alonso@icmab.es

Technicians:

Service

Equipment

Equipment

MBE SiGe deposition chamber

NETZSCH STA449 F1

Omicron UHV
“multiprobe”system

* Epitaxial growth of thin (multi-)layers

Mr. Jordi Balagué - jbalague@icmab.es
Service
* Simultaneous Thermogravimetry analysis
and Differential Scanning Calorimetry
* Analysis under corrosive atmosphere

*Available materials: Si, Ge, doping:
C, B, (Sb), (P)

*Analysis up to 1400ºC

* Substrates up to 10 cm wafers

Perkin-Elmer DSC 8500 * Differential Scanning Calorimetry analysis

* in-situ RHEED on 10 cm wafers

* HyperDSC Analysis

* Substrate temperatures up to 1000ºC

* Analysis starting -150ºC up to 700ºC
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Nanostructuration Platform Service

X-Ray Diffraction Service

Scientiﬁc Supervisor: Prof. Teresa Puig - teresa@icmab.es

Scientiﬁc Supervisor: Prof. Jordi Rius - jordi.rius@icmab.es

Technicians:

Technicians:

Ms. Sílvia Pérez - sperez@icmab.es
Ms. Neus Romà - nroma@icmab.es
Service

Equipment

* Optical characterization of surfaces

SPINNER SMA AC 6000

* Deposit liquids over susbstrate in the
form of a layer

Optical Microscopy BX51

* Microscale

Mask plotter DWL 66FS
SYSTEM

* Photolitography equipment

Service

Equipment

L1: Optical Lithography equipment
Ellipsometer GESSE

Ms. Anna Crespi - acrespi@icmab.es
Mr. F. Xavier Campos - xcampos@icmab.es
Mr. Joan Esquius - esquius@icmab.es

Powder Diffractometers
Rigaku “Rotaﬂex” RU-200B

* Qualitative phase analysis

Siemens D-5000

* Quantitative phase analysis
* “Ab inition” structural resolution
* Rietveld studies

L2: Nanoscale Characterization equipment

* Reﬂectometry

Ultrasonic Wire bonder
4526

* Perform microbonders in metallic
contacts

Five-Circle Diffractometer

Proﬁlometer P-16

* Measuse roughtness and step proﬁles
at the nanoscale

Bruker D8 Advance

* Qualitative phase analysis

L3: Characterization and Nanofrabrication Chemical equipment

* Texture measurements

Reactive Ion Etcher
RIE 2000 CE

* Plasma etching to remove different
components

* Residual stress

* Surface activation and modiﬁcation

* Reciprocal space maps

Evaporation System Auto 306

* Thermal evaporation

Ion gun IG5

* Eatching by using argon ion gun

Contact Angle Measuring
System DSA 100

* To determinate the contact angle between liquids samples and the substrate

Optical miroscopy BX51

* Polarising optical microscope

Fluorimeter IS45

* Fluorescence measurements

Spectrometer IR, UV-vis
Cary 5000

* Measures absorption signals in the zone
of IR and UV-vis wavelengths

Atomic layer deposition
SAVANNAH S100

* Deposition of atom-thick ﬁlms
layer-by-layer

Centrifuge 64R

* Centrifuge samples to 21000 rpm

* Microdiffraction

* Measures absorption signals from
15cm-1 to 28000cm-1 with vacuum
L4: Chemical Synthesis equipment
IR Vertex 70

Microwave explorer hibrid

* Treat samples with microwaves

Purelab R7/15

* Dispenses water distilled and desionizated with a conductivity of 15MΩ

Purelab ﬂex

*Dispenses water distilled and desionizated with a conductivity of 18.2MΩ

L5: Controlled Humidity
Rheometer HAAKE
RheoStress RS600

* Measures viscosity of samples in
diferents temperatures or times
* Measures elasticity of samples in
diferents temperatures or times

SPINNER SMA AC 6000

* Deposit liquids over substrate in the
form of a layer

Tubular oven ST-1005040

* Thermal treatment of samples until
900ºC in controlled atmosphere

Rapid thermal anneling
furnace AS-micro

* Thermal treatment of samples until
1250ºC with fast

Inert atmosphere chamber * Allows manipulation of samples
TRALLERO
in inert atmosphere
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* Capillary measurements

Soft Materials Preparation
Characterization Service
SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Dr. Nora Ventosa • ventosa@icmab.es
TECHNICIAN: José Amable Bernabé • jabernabe@icmab.es
The new Soft Materials Scientiﬁc Service provides
equipment and technical assistance for the preparation and characterization of micro-and nanostructured soft materials (molecular surfaces, micro- and
nanoparticulate molecular materials, plastic ﬁlms,
dispersed systems, SAMs, etc..) with interest in different areas of application (biomedicine, electronics,
energy storage and other chemical and material application areas). This service is co-ﬁnanced by the
Biomedical Research Networking Center in Bioengineering, Biomaterials and Nanomedicine (CIBERBBN - www.ciber-bbn.es/), through its Equipment
Platform Program, and by the European Institute of
Molecular Magnetism (EIMM - www.eimm.eu/).
This service aims to provide public and private research groups and entities, with appropriate low-cost,
robust and easy to scale-up techniques for the preparation of molecular and soft materials with controlled
micro- and nanostructure (particle size, morphology,
polymorphic phase, supramolecular organization;
etc..) and facilities for its characterization.
At the starting point, this emergent service was
equipped with a high pressure laboratory scale plant

for material processing using compressed ﬂuids, a
high pressure phase analyzer for determination of
the optimal processing conditions when using compressed ﬂuids, and several instruments for particle
size distribution measurement at the micro- and nanoscopic range.
Some of the facilities of the service could be self-operated under technical staff supervision, and others
are offered under collaboration regime, due to the
high technological skills required
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Thin Films Service
SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISOR: Dr. Florencio Sánchez • fsanchez@icmab.es
TECHNICIAN: Macià Romeu • mromeu@icmab.es

A considerable number of research groups at ICMAB
focus their activities in functional complex oxides,
and these materials are also of interest for others.
Initially, research was basically focused on bulk samples, but the studies of thin ﬁlms have increased continuously and now they constitute the main activity.
The Service of Thin Films has been created to offer to
the researchers the capability of fabrication of complex oxides thin ﬁlms and heterostructures by means
of the technique of pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
PLD is a physical vapour deposition technique that
uses ultraviolet laser radiation to vaporize material
that is transferred to the substrate. The technique
is very suitable for oxides, and compared with other
techniques is particularly useful to obtain ﬁlms with
complex stoichiometry and to grow epitaxial ﬁlms
and heterostructures. Moreover, PLD is highly versatile to optimize the deposition conditions of new
materials, and the ﬁlms can be grown in relatively
fast processes. These characteristics favour the use
of the technique by research groups having interest
in different materials.
The laboratory owns two PLD deposition systems
and the beam of an excimer laser (pulse duration
around 30 ns, wavelength 248 nm, repetition rate up
to 10 Hz, energy per pulse 700 mJ) can be directed to
each of them. The two systems dispose of load lock

Picture of one of the PLD systems.

Laser plasma after irradiation of a target.

chambers and a multiple target holder to allow fabrication of multilayers in a single process. Both substrates and targets can be loaded via the load lock.
The base pressure in both PLD systems is below 10-8
mbar, and the substrate heaters permit high deposition temperature (above 850 ºC) under oxygen or argon pressures up to 0.5 mbar. One of the chambers
integrates a reﬂection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) system for growth dynamic studies and
real-time control of the deposition. It uses a 35 kV
electron gun and two-differential vacuum stages that
allow monitoring the growth under high-pressure up
to 0.5 mbar.
The chambers were designed for integration in a
cluster-like structure. In short term, a central distribution/storage chamber will be installed and both
PLD systems will be connected. An additional new
chamber, with several sputtering and evaporator
units for metal deposition, will be also connected.
Moreover, the distribution chamber will permit the
connection of a UHV vacuum suitcase to transfer
Omicron-type plates, also compatible with the PLD
set ups. Therefore, after the expansion the Service
will offer the capability to fabricate heterostructures
combining oxides and metals, and the possibility to
transfer the samples to a suitcase without exposure
to the ambient.
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Training
Activities
One of the principle activities of the permanent scientiﬁc staff of the ICMAB is in the training of the future
generations of researchers. During 2009 sixteen PhD
Theses were successfully defended in the Institute –
not to mention the many MSc theses and engineering
degree theses - and many of these enjoyed an International ﬂ avour in their research through the many
cooperation projects that exist in the centre. Particularly noteworthy are the Marie Curie Research Training Networks which the ICMAB coordinates or participates in fully (FUMASSEC and NESPA). Moreover,
every year we receive a sizable number of national
and international university students as summer internships, ﬁfteen in 2009. The students have the opportunity to be introduced to research in Materials
Science by carrying out short term projects. Younger
researchers are encouraged to be the supervisors of
these internships.
The seminars commission has an important role in
the training of students, and apart from the seminar series in the ICMAB – which covers all areas of
materials science and beyond – the following one
day workshops were organised: Electron, scanning

probe and optical microscopies: Principles and Practice and Basics and Applications of NMR and EPR
Spectroscopy. Participation of PhD students in International meetings is actively encouraged: The majority of Doctors leaving the ICMAB will have given posters and oral presentations at International meetings.
The permanent staff of the Institute participates actively in many ofﬁcial Masters programs, notably in
the Materials and the Nanoscience and Nanotechnology programs at the UAB, as well as in the organisation of Workshops and Schools at the national and
International level aimed at the training of early stage
researchers.
In general the training in the ICMAB, as is characteristic of the area of materials science, is highly interdisciplinary. This facet is noted by future employers,
and an important indicator is the fact that private
enterprises or technological centers employ 35 of
the 148 PhD students that have been trained at the
doctoral level at the ICMAB since 1991. The pie chart
shows where all these researchers are employed at
the present time.

PROFESSIONAL DESTINATIONS OF ICMAB PhD GRADUATES
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Mª ANTONIA CANO SARABIA
Preparación de materiales moleculares
nanoparticulados y dispersos –vesículas y
microemulsiones- empleando ﬂuidos comprimidos
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (28/09/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Dr. Nora Ventosa and
Prof. Jaume Veciana
Currently in Institut Català de Nanotecnologia (ICN),
Spain

MARTA GIBERT GUTIÉRREZ
Self-assembled strain-induced oxide nanostructures
grown by chemical solutions
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (09/02/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisors: Prof. Teresa Puig and
Prof. Xavier Obradors
Currently in University of Geneva, Switzerland

ANGELA DATCU
Polímeros de coordinación porosos, magnéticos
y luminiscentes basados en derivados
policlorotrifenilmetílicos con iones de metales de
transición y lantánidos
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (18/12/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Jaume Veciana

ANA BELÉN JORGE SOBRIDO
Nuevos oxinitruros de tierras raras y metales de
transición con diversas aplicaciones
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (14/05/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Amparo Fuertes
Currently in Universidad de La Laguna, Spain

PAU FARRÀS i COSTA
Funcionalització de l’anió Cobalta-bis(dicarballur) per
a nous materials
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (27/07/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Francesc Teixidor
Currently in Institut Català d’Investigació Química,
Spain

EMILIO JOSÉ JUÁREZ PÉREZ
Metalodendrímeros y Materiales Nanoestructurados
que Incorporan Clústeres de Boro
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (14/05/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Rosario Núñez
Currently in Instituto Nacional del Carbon (CSIC),
Spain

CARLOS ALBERTO GARCÍA GONZÁLEZ
Utilización de la tecnología supercrítica para
la preparación de materiales compuestos
nanoestructurados y diseño de la interfase
Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña (11/12/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Concepción Domingo
Currently in Technische Universität Hamburg,
Germany

PAUL D. LACHARMOISE
Optical techniques with high spatial resolution and
sensitivity for nanostructure characterization
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (05/05/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Alejandro R. Goñi and
Dr. M. Isabel Alonso
Currently in CETEMMSA, Spain
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JOAQUIM LLOBERAS VALLS
Cap al motor superconductor. Motors de ﬂux axial de
camp atrapat amb mostres de YBCO
Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (24/03/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Xavier Granados,
Dr. Ricard Bosch and
Dr. José López

SUSSET MUÑOZ PÉREZ
Síntesis, propiedades magnéticas y de transporte del
pirocloro Eu2Ru2 07
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (16/07/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Xavier Obradors
Currently in University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Canada

XAVIER MARTÍ ROVIROSA
Growth and characterization of magnetoelectric YMnO3
epitaxial thin ﬁlms
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (16/12/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Florencio Sánchez and
Prof. Josep Fontcuberta
Currently in Charles University in Prague, Czech
Republic

ELENA TABOADA CABELLOS
Synthesis of γ-Fe2O3 -SiO2 composite nanoparticles
targeting magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic
hyperthermia application
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (23/10/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Anna Roig
Currently in Institut de Ciència de Materials de
Barcelona (ICMAB-CSIC)

MIGUEL MORALES COMAS
Pilas de combustible SOFC de una sola cámara y
generación de H2 en los electrodos de base Ni y LSC
Universidad de Barcelona (2/10/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Salvador Piñol and
Dr. Ferran Espiell

HELENA XURIGUERA MARTÍN
Obtención y caracterización de cintas texturadas de
plata como sustrato en superconductores de alta
temperatura
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (28/09/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Prof. Salvador Piñol and
Dr. Mercedes Segarra
Currently in DIOPMA, S.L., Spain

MARÍA MUNTÓ GARRIGÓS
Micro- i nanoestructuració de materials moleculars
funcionals amb ﬂuids comprimits: Desenvolupament
de metodologies de preparació i estudis ﬁsicoquímics
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (24/04/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: Dr. Nora Ventosa and
Prof. Jaume Veciana

KATERINA ZALAMOVA
Fast growth rate of superconducting coated
conductors based on metal-organic chemical solutions
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (27/05/2009)
Grade: Excel·lent “Cum Laude”
Supervisor: : Dr. Alberto Pomar and
Prof. Xavier Obradors
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Technology
Transfer
Activities
Technology transfer initiatives are of particular
importance to the ICMAB since our institute has the
ambition to generate new knowledge in Materials
Science and transfer it to the society, through direct
contact with industry.
We can use three indicators to evaluate the activity
of ICMAB regarding the transfer of scientiﬁc results
to industry: the number of industrial contracts, the
number of patents and the spin-off companies in
process of creation by ICMAB entrepreneurs.
Ten new applied research contracts have started
during 2009 with the following companies: Pirelli
S.L., Trithor GmbH, Sepmag S.L., Ficosa S.L., Abba
Gaia S.L., Adasens Automotive, Medichem S.L and
Cetemmsa Technological Centre. Also, under the
framework of the CENIT Project NANOFARMA
a project with Noscira S.A. has been signed.
Noteworthy is the involvement of the ICMAB in a

large 7PM project, One-P, ﬁnanced by the European
Commission in which relevant European Companies
in the ﬁeld of organic electronics (Philips, Johnson
Mattey, BASF, Merck, STM-Microelectronics and
CIBA) are involved.
Seven patents have been ﬁled during 2009, mainly
dealing with procedures of materials fabrication, and
devices for electronics and energy. Three of them
have been ﬁled within the frame of the CIBER-BBN
project. A complete list of these can be found in the
CD included in this activity report. Two licence options
have been given: one for the company Abba Gaia S.L.
on the patent “Procedure for the functionalization
of a substrate, functionalized substrate and device
containing same” and a second one for the company
Adasens Automotive on the patent “Organic sensor
device and its applications”.
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Currently, there are two departments involved in the
creation of spin off companies: the Superconducting
Materials and Large Scale Nanostructures
Department (SUMAN) and the Molecular Nanoscience
and Nanomaterials Department (NANOMOL).
The NANOMOL Department spin off project aims
to prepare high added-value functional molecular
materials, develop scalable and sustainable
technologies to prepare micro and nano-structured
materials, and introduce new functional molecular
materials and related technologies into the
marketplace. This initiative has been selected for
the participation in the XXI Bio-Entrepreneur Price
sponsored by Genoma España and Barcelona Activa
from which they received expert’s assessment for
the elaboration of the Business Plan. Moreover, the
MBA student, D. Sala from Esade also assisted on
the BP elaboration. The NANOMOL Department
spin off project has been supported by the Chair of
Knowledge and Technology Transfer Parc de Recerca
UAB-Santander given to Dr. Nora Ventosa, co-director
of Nanomol. On December 2009, the Catalonian
network TECNIO incorporated the Nanomol group
in their list. TECNIO gather together key technology
transfer agents and centers of Catalonia.

The SUMAN Department spin off project aim is the
marketing of materials and processes developed in
the ﬁeld of high temperature superconductors with
a nanotechnological approach, speciﬁcally in coated
conductors. The main target market is the energy
sector in order to meet the growing demand for
energy efﬁcient, stable, safe and ecological systems.

In this respect, the SUPERCABLE project ﬁnanced
by Endesa should be highlighted as an important
supporting project driving this effort. In addition, these
entrepreneurs have received expert’s assessment
for the elaboration of the business plan from SECOT
(of the Barcelona Chamber of Commerce) and the
assistance of the MBA student K. H. Amposta from
the Autonomous University of Barcelona.
In addition, some projects dealing with the assessment of scientiﬁc results from the Department of
Crystallography, the Nanomol Department and the
Suman Department have been undertaken with the
assistance of consulting companies. Such assessments included a market analysis and the proof of
concept of several new technologies. This activity was possible thanks to be partially funded by the
Catalonian Government (VALTEC-ACC10 initiative).
Nanomol also got an INNOCASH project for assessing and developing “Sensing lens for the non-invasive
for monitoring PIO”.
During 2009 our Transfer of Knowledge Unit (UTK)
has been active to support the ICMAB researchers
and entrepreneurs. The UKT, directed by Susana
Garelik since 1997, has organised all sorts of activities promoting technology transfer, including presentations of new technologies to companies, and encouraging speciﬁc publications of selected subjects
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in industrial press on Energy, Chemical Engineering
and Industrial Security sectors. In addition, the UTK
has organised two seminars: “Strategic tools on
entrepreneurship” and “Knowledge transfer experiences: from scientiﬁc research to companies”.
Finally, the ICMAB researchers have participated in
several activities targeting SME’s one organized by
the Parc Tecnològic del Vallés on Advanced Materials for Thermal Isolation, and a second one organized by the Parc de Recerca de la UAB on Nanotechnology for the Textile Industrial Sector as well as
presenting new technologies in the CONSTRUMAT
09 International Fair on Building Materials. Our technologies have also been presented in several other
technological fairs, such as BIO2009 (Atlanta, EEUU),
CPHI2009 (Madrid), EuroBio 2009 (Lille, France).
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Outreach
Activities
Publications in scientiﬁc journals and attendance to

can be found in the accompanying CD, a few of them

scientiﬁc conferences and workshops are the natural

are highlighted here: the International Conference

forms for the ICMAB researchers to publicise their

Nanotech Insight 2009, the 16th International

results. In addition, the ICMAB understands the need

Workshop on Oxide Electronics (WOE 2009) and the

to disseminate scientiﬁc knowledge to the wider

International Workshop on Coated Conductors for

public. In that sense, the Knowledge Transfer Unit

Applications (CCA2009).

and the rest of the researchers have joined efforts to
increase the number of outreach activities directed

The ICMAB is proud to have been the main promoter

at diverse audiences.

for the Professor Honoris Causa distinction given by
the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona to the Physics

Worth noting are the conferences and workshops

Nobel Prize Albert Fert. Before the ceremony Prof.

chaired and organised by our scientists, a full list

Albert Fert, with whom some of our researcher
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have a long lasting collaboration, visited the ICMAB.
During 2009, the ICMAB researchers participated
in two main science outreach events: The itinerant
exhibit MATER organised by FAD (Foment de les Arts
i el Disseny de Barcelona, a private foundation of Arts
and Design) presenting new materials and materials
technologies for industrial applications and held in
Zaragoza and later in Madrid and the LIVE-Electrical
Vehicle presented at the Saló Internacional de
l’Automòbil in Barcelona.
The Science Week that takes place each November all
over Spain always give us the opportunity to organise
an Open Doors Day with seminars, conferences and
guided visits where secondary schools students as
well as the general public are invited. This year Gerard
Tobias gave an inspiring talk on carbon nanotubes.
Finally, a list of the popular press articles that have
appeared in the media during this period are included
in the accompanying CD.

To be highlighted is the effort we have made this year
to bring materials science to students of all ages.
We had great pleasure in hosting a class of eight year
olds from Gerbert d’Orlhac school in Sant Cugat and
show them how to observe materials and objects
under several microscopes (optical, SEM, AFM).
Starting in 2009, the ICMAB is offering an activity
entitled “Bring a researcher to your school” aiming
at having an informal chat of high school students
with one of our researchers in their class. Gerard
Tobias, Angel Pérez and Nora Ventosa were the ﬁrst
scientists visiting several high schools. The activity
is coordinated by CSIC Delegation in Catalonia and is
framed within the activities organized by the School
Coordination Council of Barcelona
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ICMAB CSIC
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The ICMAB Team
Technical and Administrative Staff,
Scientist and Ph.D. Students. From bottom
to top and from left to right:
Zeila Zanolli, Oswaldo Dieguez, Jordi
Faraudo, Nieves Casañ, Roberta Ceravola,
Elena Marchante, Nerea Murillo, David B.
Amabilino, M. Trinidad Palomera, Xavier
Obradors, Anna Roig, Toni Pons, Jorge
Iñíguez, Alberto García, M. Montserrat
Codorniu, Bernat Bozzo, Carles Miravitlles,
Josep Fontcuberta, Elisa Elizondo, José
Luís García-Muñoz, Massimiliano Stengel,
Victor Rodríguez, Jaume Gázquez, Martí
Gich, Edgar León, Enrique Irisarri, M.
Rosario Núñez, Elena Rojas, Angela
Bejarano, Cesar Fidel Sánchez, Javier
Sintas, María Rivera, Albert Queraltó, Xavier
Palmer, Joan Figuerola, Mariano Campoy,
Frederico Dutilh, Alexandre Ponrouch,
Francesc Teixidor, Bianca Mos, Albert
Calleja, Miquel Garriga, M. Isabel Alonso,
Ovidio Peña, Vicente Vives, Nina Carretero,
José Giner, Angel Pérez, Concepció Rovira,
Elena Laukhina, Mircea Nasui, Malte
Schmidt, Lucas Romano, Carmen Marcus,
Florencio Sánchez, Carme Gimeno, Felip
Sandiumenge, Pablo Vaccaro, Pietat Sierra,
Javier Moral, Luis Alejandro Peña, Radu
Adrian Popescu, David Olid, Ana Daniela
Musteti, Nadir Recham, Tonia Hernández,
Jessica Padilla, Mariona García de Palau,

Aura Janeth Barón, Manuela Erve, Oscal Gil,
Francesc Xavier Belarre, Roger Guzmán,
David Pesquera, Chidanand Kanamadi,
Rebeca Herrera, Lidia Ferrer, Laura Martin,
Ana Milena Cruz, Laura Cabana, Ariadna
Pepiol, Murat Alanyalioglu, Marius Valentin
Lupu, Ana M. López, Amparo Fuertes, Elena
Taboada, Ignasi Fina, Maite Simón, Maia
Mañas, Miquel Rubio, Ignasi Mata, Romain
Bachelet, Angel Elbaz, Vega Lloveras, José
Vidal, Jaume Veciana, Patrícia González,
Florencia Di Salvo, Arántzazu González, Ana
María Cioran, Victor Sánchez, Judith Oró,
Patricia Alvarez, Oriol Vilaseca, Damien
Jeanjean, Anna Crespi, Regina Galceran,
Roxana Vlad, Ana María Palau, Silvia Pérez,
Neus Romà, Lourdes Fábrega, Montserrat
Salas, Carles Calero, Omar Ayyad, Mathieu
Gonidec, Joan B. Esquius, Amable Bernabé,
Mireia Rius, Elies Molins, Albert Ferrer,
Marius Tarrés, Jordi Balagué, Eva Pérez,
Ana Esther Carrillo, Mohamed Aklalouch,
Gerard Tobias, Jordi Rius, Marta Vendrell,
Carles Frontera, Alejandro Santos, Pedro
López-Aranguren, Fernando Martínez,
Marta Mas, Julio Fraile, Esther Barrena,
Jone Zabaleta, Thomas Roussel, Marta
Vilardell, M. Rosa Palacin, Benjamín
Martínez, Jordi Andreu, Mariona Coll,
Verónica Mugnaini, Lourdes Ferreras, Félix
Llovell, César Díez, Narcís Mestres ... but
not all the staff apear in the photograph.
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The Director and Vice-directors of ICMAB.
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